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King to replace Settle in 1987

Governor appoints first black
to university board of regents
From Staff, AP reports
FRANKFORT,Ky. — Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. has appointed a
Louisville man, George N. King
Sr., to the Murray State University Board of Regents.
King, the first black to be named to the board, replaces Dr. Ed
Settle of Princeton.' Settle, who
had been reappointed to a new
four-year term last year during
the midst of the legal battle between the board and university
president Constantine Curris,
resigned. King's term will expire
March 31, 1987.

Settle, a Curris supporter, said
last night the board "is out of line
with my philosophy of what a
board should do for a state university."
King, 49, is founder and president of Mr. Klean's Janitor and
Maintenance Service Inc. with
headquarters in Louisville and
branches in Covington, Lexington
and Fort Knox, as well as in
several other states.
King, who was unavailable for
comment last night, had earlier
told the governor he dropped out
of school in the 10th grade, but his
large firm employs many college

grads, such as certified public accountants and market analysts.
King, who now fills one of the
Republican slots vacated by Settle, now serves on the board of advisers of the University of
Louisville school of business and
is a member of the president's
society for Bellarmine College.
Reappointed to the board were
J.W. "Bill" Carneal of
Owensboro, who is senior vice
president of Texas Gas Transmission Corp., and Jere Levy McCuiston of Trenton, a farmer.
Their terms will expire on March
31, 1988.

Britain attacks Falkland airstrip
By The Associated Press
Royal Navy fighter-bombers today attacked the airstrip at
Stanley, capital of the Falkland
Islands, the British Defense

chance of showers
_
Today partly sunny and mild
with a 40 percent chance of
showers. High temperatures in
the low 70s. Light southerly
winds becoming light northerly
this afternoon. Tonight clearing and mild with lows around
50 and light and variable winds.
Sunday mostly sunny and mild
with light northerly winds and
highs in the mid 70s.
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Ministry announced. Argentina's
military junta said its antiaircraft batteries at the strip
repelled the pre-dawn attack.
It was not known whether any
Argentine aircraft were on the'
strip and Argentina did not say
whether any British planes were
--dowfted -or if any-claiiiage wasdone in the strike.
The raid was the first confrontation between Argentine and
British military in almost a week
since Britain said its forces
reclaimed South Georgia Island, a
dependency of the Falklands. It
came less than 24 hours after the
United States dropped its neutral
mediator's role and pledged support to Britain in the showdown,
and both sides declared 200-mile
war zones around the islands.
The British Defense Ministry
did not release many details of the
strike, apparently aimed at cutting off the Argentine airlift of
supplies to its 9,000-man occupation army.
The military command issued a
terse communique saying that "at
4:40 a.m. (3:40 am EDT), May 1,
1982, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain attacked Puerto Argentino
(Stanley) in the Malvinas
(Falkland) Islands. The attack
was carried out by Harrier aircraft based on aircraft carriers

and was repelled by anti-aircraft
artillery of the forces that defend
our sovereignty."
Informed sources in Lonclon
said Harrier vertical-takeoff
fighters from Briti3h fleet carriers probably used 1,000-pound
bombs and rockets to knock out
the airfield, and fired 'their cannons to demolish any Argentine
planes that were on the ground.
The sources, who asked not to be
named, said intelligence reports
indicated several Argentine
Mirage III interceptors, twinengined A-58 Pucara planes and
troop-carrying helicopters were
using the airfield.
Recent reports from Buenos
Aires indicated the Argentines
had moved in British-built Tigercat anti-aircraft missiles to defend the strip, but the Defense
Ministry would not say ,whether
the Harriers ran into any defense
fire.
The attack was launched from
Britain's powerful armada stationed off the disputed South
Atlantic archipelago and was the
first action since Britain imposed
a 200-mile air and sea blockade
around the Falklands early Friday. But a Royal Navy source in
London said a full-scale invasion
might not come for as long as a
(Continued On Page 2)

Excavations
to begin
at mansion

•
•
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The Murray State University
Archaeology Program has received approval from the Kentucky
Department of Transportation for
test excavations at the site of the
Whitehaven mansion near
Paducah, according to Dr. Ken
Carstens, associate professor of
antropology.
The Whitehaven mansion,
located next to Interstate 24 just
south of Paducah, is slated for
restoration as a tourist welcome
center. The circa-1859 structure,
also known as the Smith Mansion,
is a well-known landmark in the
Jackson Purchase.
Kit Wesler, staff archaeologist
at Murray State, will direct the
project. He said he hopes
volunteer workers will Make the
tests both productive and informative.
"To make sure that we won't interfere with the construction
schedule, we only plan a month of
work at the site," Wester explained. "We'll need a lot of help to
recover as much information as
possible."
He added that help will also be
needed in the two months of
laboratory work following the dig.
The Murray State archaeologists will work closely
with the Jackson Purchase Archaeological Association in conducting the project, Wesler said.
"All volunteers are welcome,"
he said. "So are observers — but
they may run the risk of being put
to work."
"This project will be a good example of how the state,the university, and the public can work
tgjthtttopra-aerve our
heritage," Carstens observed.
What sorts of information are
they looking for?
"Well, we can get a better idea
of how a Civil War-era household
functioned," Wesler said. "Con-

FAMILY TRADITION— Always a familiar sight in a horse show is a member of the Banks
fp1AbJid
Plainview Stalile.3 afcifirrat- Showing at Kentucky Clarity Horse Show Friday night was Leslie Ranks,
10year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Craig I3anks and granddaughter of Mrs. and Mrs. Thomas "Slick"
Banks.
Leslie,atop her my-CsGypsy Leader,captured a third place in Open English Pleasure.(See related photos
on
Page 2.)
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Task force named;to conduct review
ofMurray State financial aid programs
An 18-member Task Force on
maybe most important, to seek to
Student Financial Aid has been devise new and different financial
named at Murray State Universi- aid plans or programs.for helping
ty to conduct an-in-depth review of students that will make us unique
financial aid programs and to at Murray State."
make recommendations that will
Task force members appointed
assist students on the campus to
by Dr. Frank Julian, vice presimeet increasing higher education dent for student developgent, in
costs.
addition to McDougal are:
Johnny McDougal, task force
Phil Bryan, director of school
chairman and director of student relations; Roger Burgess, Murray
financial aid at Murray State,said graduate student; Dr. Kenneth
the campus group will meet week- Carstens, assistant professor of
ly as it seeks new or expanded op- - anthropology; Mike Dill, assistant
portunities for both students and
basketball coach; Teresa Englert,
prospective students to finance Fancy Farm junior; Tal Fannin,
their education.
director of the physical plant;
"Our purpose is not only to look Joyce Gordon, coordinator of stuclosely at federal dollar cuts," he dent employment; Marlin Greer,
explained, "but to reassess and associate professor of engineering
perhaps to redirect the way technology; Dr. Dannie Harrison,
available funds are used and, associate professor of economics;

Dr. Eldon Heathcott, associate
professor of agriculture.
Dr. Bobby Malone, director of
field pl3cement and professor of
instruction and learnang; -Dr.
Jerry Mayes, associate professor
of speech and theatre; Mark McClure, Frankfort junior and Student Government Association
president; Charles Outland, director of accounting services;
Margaret Simmons, women's
track coach and assistant professor of recreation and physical
education; Don Starkey, director
of cooperative education and
placement; and Dr. Rick Stinchfield, administrative assistant
to the president.
Greater costs in higher education and a projected long-term
(Continued On Page 2)

Charity Ball committee urges citizens
to support comprehensive care center
The 1982 Charity Bail committee invites local citizens to support
the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center.
This kind of event, to be Saturday, June 5, at the )ltersity
Center, is a unique Way
raise
money. Absent are the usual
roadblocks, pledges or house-tohouse canvases characteristic of
most fund drives.
Theme for this year's gala,
scheduled from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., is
"I Love The Night Life."
Since 1965, Charity Ball tickets
are tax-deductible. Cash donations also are accepted and should
be sent to the Charity Ball, in care
of the Calloway County Public

Library,710 Main St.
Leisa Faughn, Jeanette
Those serving on committees in- Williams and Susan Hart, ticket
clude Terri Quertermous, Laura committee co-chairpersons;
Miller and Anne Kelly Bolin, co- Cathy Mattis, Cindy Howard,
chairpersons; Pat Holton Kathy Young, Jan Wilson and
Knowland, decoration comittee Tonda West,ticket committee:
chairperson; Jean.Carol Ridley,
Kelly Doran, donations,
Jennifer Hewlett, Gaye
Haverstock, Julie Landolt, Lynn chairperson; Jennie Gordon and
Houstcm-,—Rita McKeel, Kathy 'Kathy Kopperud. donations comKelley, Patsy Oakley, Tara Den- mittee; Norma Bell and Kate A.
nison and Tom Knowland, decora- Reeves, publicity co chairpersons; and Dan Farris,
tions committee;
Vicki Holton, food committee finance chairman.
chairperson; Annette Alexander,
The center's budget this year is
Debbie Keller, Ann Uddberg, $32,000, according to keith Hays,
Darlene Blalock, Ann Hoke, Mary mental health-mental retardation
Sanders, Linda Haverstock, board chairman. Federal and
Dinah 'Vire and Mary Jane state funds to the center reduced
Jackson,food committee;it,
to $17,000from $20,000.

•

AT WHITEHAVEN MANSION SITE — Murray State University
staff archaeologist Kit Wesler (front left) will direct a project to do
test excavations at the site of the Whitehaven mansion,also known as
the Smith Mansion,south of Paducah along the Lone Oak Road just
off 1-24. He is shown at the site with three people who assisted in arrangingfor the project — State Rep. Dolly McNutt of Paducah, Dick
lo
(left rear), preservation director of Growth, Inc., and Pat
Kerr, architect and liaison with the Kentucky Department of
Transportation. Wesler is soliciting volunteers to assist with the
(Photo by Linda Horner)
trolled sampling ol artifacts and
deposits will tell us about
OCOMInic status,Tnarketing pat
,.
terns in the region, and social pat_ terns in use of the yard and outbuildings."
Wesler expressed appreciation
to State Rep.
Ily McNutt of
Paducah and
T Secretary

Frank Metts, whose interest was
essential in arranging the project.
I nf arm/ail= -011- Proita
schedules should be available by
mid-May, Carstens said. Anyone
wishing further information on
Murray State archaeological projects may call Carstens or Wesler
at 762-4058.

•

MAKING PLANS — Charity Ball food commifteepersons (from left) Ann Uddberg and Dinah
Vire and
chairperson Vicki Holton discuss a few recipe ideas for this year's gala,to be Saturday,June 5.
Staff photo by Kate A. Reeves
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Island crisis enters
new phase with U.S.

•
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By LAWRENCE L.KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As the
United States threw its support
behind Britain in the Falkland
Islands dispute, a U.S. official
said military action may be the
"benchmark" that forces Argentina and London to reconsider
their positions.
After striving to referee an end
to the tense confrontation since
April 2, the United States on Friday abandoned its stance of
neutrality and imposed military
and limited economic sanctions
against Argentina.
Officials also said they would
respond positively to British requests for military aid, although
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. said there would be "no
direct U.S. military involvement"
in the South Atlantic.
The senior U.S. official, who insisted on anonymity, portrayed
Argentina as largely to blame for
the failure of Haig's efforts to
mediate a peaceful solution to the

HORSE SHOW FROM ALL SIDES — Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club, Murray Rotary Club,spectators and workers are
seen taking in the Kentucky Charity Horse Show Friday evening at
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. (Top right) Jim
Rudolph, Murray State University horsemanship director, and
George Oakley, Rotarian, talk in the stall area before the call for the
next class.(Top left) Trophy presenters enjoy the horse show from
their center ring seats.(At left) Jenni Page, right, and Allyson Bolin
found their own corner in the expo center giving their undivided attention to the show horses. The horse show resumes tonight at 7:30
with 17 classes scheduled.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

crisis.
But the official said the quest for
peace has not ended and Haig will
become involved again whenever
such action would appear constructive.

Meanwhile, British Foreign
Secretary Francis Pym, jubilant
over the American decision, is
coming to the United States and
will meet with Haig Sunday before
going on to the United Nations in
New York.
President Reagan's decision try
act-use Aligenfifia-of
gression" and to invoke sangtions
against the Argentine government
means.ft16,
""a phase is o'v
. eeand
that a new phase will begin," the
official said.
"Ultimately a negotiated settlement must, and I am confident
will be found," he added at a
background briefing at the State
Department.
"And it may be that some
military action will be the next
benchmark for more intense
reconsideration of the situation in
both capitals," he said.
Haig said Friday that "largescale military action is likely"
soon in the South Atlantic.

Reagan opens.1982 World Fair!Rode,
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) —
President Reagan, opening the
1982 World's Fair, declared today
that his administration "will insure that our people and our
economy are never again held
hostage by the whim of any country or cartel" in meeting U.S.
energy needs.
Reagan, in remarks prepared
for the opening of a world's fair
,whose theme is energy, said the
nation's recent economic and

energy problems were primarily
caused by "government excesses
and quick fixes" and not by scarcity.
The president also spoke briefly
about the bikdget deadlock in
Washington, saying the only compromise offered so far has been
this: "If our side agrees to tax increases, the other side will continue to increase spending."
Just as he criticized- the
previous Democratic administration's energy policies, Reagan
said the Democrats' economic

brought 21 percent interest rates, double digit inflation.
He contended that "retreating to
their tired old policies will only bring us more of the same."
-"We plan to hold down spending, reduce spending and return
prosperity," he said. "We believe
that is the most compassionate
program of all."
But the theme of the fair and of
the president's speech at the Hall
of Flags was energy and Reagan
said, "the technology exhibited
here once seemed as fanciful as
the extraction of sunbeams from

•

cucumbers (in Gulliver's
travels)."
America has "seen the havoc
and -felt the pain" when foreign
energy sources were cut off in the
1970s through oil embargoes, he
said. "We have taken steps to
make sure that never again will
we be so vulnerable."
Under former President Carter,
"the government tried to manage
a shortage by interfering with the
market processess. The results
were gas lines, bottlenecks, and
bureaucracy.'

The official expressed the hope
that a formula will emerge that
will permit Argentina and Britain
to bridge their differences and
"finesse what have become hard
points of honor for both."
In taking Britain's side, Reagan
shelved plans to renew military
aid to Argentina and announced
two limited economic sanctions —
the suspension of new credits and
guarantees to Argentina by the
Export-Import Bank and the
suspension of guarantees by the
Commodity Credit Corp.

Falklands...
(Continued From Page 1)
week.
"We're in no particular hurry
and I think we can afford to play
waiting game," said the source,
who asked not to be named. "It
will lower Argentine morale on
the Falklands if we let them get
cold, wet and miserable."
Argentina also imposed a 200mile "war zone" around the
islands, but a Defense Ministry
spokesman told The Associated
Press early today there were no
reports of Argentine military action against British ships.
The attack was launched shortly
before British Foreign Secretary
Francis Pym
was to fly to
Washington for talks with
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. on the 30-day-old
Falklands crisis.
pledge
for
Britain stung Argentina, which
declared a "red alert" and vowed
- defend itself with all the
means within its reach."

of support

to

Haig's announcement of
economic and military sanctions
against Argentina reversed a position of neutrality adopted while he
spent nearly a month trying to
mediate a peaceful settlement to
the crisis that began April 2 when
Argentina invaded the Falklands.
The islands, 250 miles off the
south coast of Argentina, had been
a British colony for 149 years and
are home to about 1,800 Britishdescended shepherds and 600,000
sheep.

Hinckley's defense won't free him
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP
—
Lawyers for John W. Hinckley Jr.
say they disagree with the government's contention that the man
who shot President Reagan could
go free if he is found innocent by
reason of insanity.
Defense attorneys have asked
U.S. District Judge Barrington D.
Parker to eventually tell the
jurors in Hinckley's trial that
their client must go to a mental institution if his insanity defense is
successful.
Prosecutors claim that a successful insanity defense could

allow Hinckley to go free. Parker
has not made a ruling on the
defense request.
The judge has also scheduled
oral arguments today on another
defense request, this one aimed at
barring testimony of government
psychiatrists who plan to say Hinckley was sane at ttie time of the
-March 30, 1981,shooting.
The psychiatrists, whose
testimony is considered crucial to
the government's case, were exposed to evidence banned from the
trial. The defense contends the
"tainted evidence" influenced the
experts' views.
Parker wants the dispute over

Financial aid...
reduction of the federal role in
financing higher education have
created a negative financial effect
for students and for Murray State
that McDougal said the task force
will address.
He emphasized that ideas or
.suggestions are solicited and will
be welcomed from anyone on the
campus or in the general public
and may be made to him as chairman or to any member of the task
force.
Purposes set forth specifically
for the task force are:
— To objectively assess the
status of all current student financial aid ( grants, scholarships,
loans, student employment, and

the experts' testimony settled
before jury selection is completed.
By Friday, the fourth day of the
slow-moving process, 41 of the 43
people sought for a final jury pool
had been qualified.
Twelve jurors and six alternates
ultimately will be chosen to judge
Hinckley, who wounded Reagan,
White House Press Secretary
James Brady and two law enforcement officers outside the
Washington Hilton Hotel.
What the judge tells the jury
about Hinckley's fate, if he were
acquitted because of insanity,
could possibly affect deliberations.

(Continued From Page 1)

other types of assistance) pro- benefit from the resources that
grams and policies, both in terms will be available.
Calling it "an excellent idea for
of current strengths and possible
the university to take a proactive
changes.
— To be creative in establishing approach at this time," McDougal
funding alternatives and means of pointed out that more than half of
awarding limited funds available. the students at Murray State
— To ensure that all financial receive some type of federal aid
aid resources are utilized to the and more than 20 percent receive
maximum degree possible and to some other form of aid.
"As we analyze increasing
review the source of funding to all
higher education costs and a
student aid programs.
— To explore money manage- reduction in federal funding, and
ment ideas and suggestions for add to that the inflation rate and
high unemployment, it is quite
students.
— To recommend measures evident that we must explore all
that will permit MSU to provide 'avenues to ensure that our
the greatest amount of needed students will have adequate finanassistance to studentsywho can cial assistance," he said.
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Salerno wins President's Sabre
Lt. John J.Salerno of Waldwick,
N.J., has won the coveted President's Sabre in the Reserve Officers Training Program at Murray State University.
Salerno, who was commissioned
under the early commissioning
program, was presented the
President's Sabre at the corps'annual President's Review
ceremony. Murray State's Vice
President for University Services,

reporter for The Murray Ledger &
Times.
Presentation of the President's
Sabre climaxed the 45-minute
ceremony April 23 during which
cadets were honored fpr individual achievement in both
general and class-level

categories.
The other

'

awards

were

as

follows:

Rifle Marksmanship Award to Mark Ranutein,
Golden, Col., sponsored by the Miuray Kiwanis Club and
punted by Dr. Joe Ross.
ROTC Sportsmanship Award to Versey C.asser, Lae
Angeles, Call. sponsored by the Daughter" of the
American Revolution and presented by Mrs. Clristioe
Salerno, who will graduate in
Batts.
December with a degree in jourOutstanding Pershing Rifleman Award to William
Hark,
Huntsville. Ala., sponsored by the Disabled
nalism, was presented the proAmericas Veterans and presently by U. Col. Randal
gram's top annual award based on
Roes, professor of military science at the university. .
Outstanding Ranger Award to Mark Yining, the sou of
his overall performance in ROTC.
Mr and Mrs. Aired and Jessie Faye Young of Murray,
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John • sponsored by the United Daughters of the Cenfederacy and
presented by Mrs Eil Davis.
G. Salerno of Waldwick and is
Outstanding Member of the Corr Guard Award to Traci
married to the former Melissa
Mitchell, Et Errs, Vs., sponsored by the Daughters of
the American Revolution and prentray by Mrs K im
Gray of Murray.
Mclesrka
Commissioned into the armor
Military History Award to Kerry L. Sprig* Billings
Mont., monsered by the Daughters of Founders and
branch of the U. S. Army,Salerno
Patriots of America and presented by Rosa
has already begun drilling with
National Sopiersers Award to Laura Jones, Merritt
Fla., sponsored by chapter no. I77, National Soidea,
(Comunit
the Murray Reserve
journers,Presentedby Britt.
pany D, 100th Division) and will
El Tigre Award to James Shutt Mareenville,speassred
by American Veterans of World War II, presented by
begin his term of duty full time
Kota Skutt is the sea of Mr. and Mrs James Dal of
following graduation.
Madmaavilk
fletstaadiaa ISSMISIf Camp, Performaace to Michael
During his ROTC career, SalerKersey. Karla, momereir b the Risme
I
_
no initiated a cadet newsletter,
*sawn tioa, primented by Waj Astkoal lasts., Kerrey
thr BPI,et Mr Walter Kersey if Radcliff.
received a number of scholastic
scholastic Excellence Award for Military Science INS)
achievement awards and received
It.James Wagner,Cannel. led.,appasered byIke Rotary
(lab and preinned by Corks Wanes.
the Military Proficiency Award in Natoli**. I.:waterier Award far OU II to Sprig* apse
advanced camp. Salbrno has also
well by the Atom, Liam tleb and proseated by Aryls
'rather
served on the staff of the Murray
"chalanir Escelkiire Award fee MS III to Joke *sift
State News and currently is a
Jr .
iponsored by the Clean Oatad preluded

Dr. Marshall Gordon, made the
presentation.

••
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PRESIDENT'S SABRE — U. John J. Salerno of Waldwick, N.J., was honored with the top ROTC annual
award, the President's Sabre, in the annual review ceremony. Congratulating Salerno is Dr. Marshall Gordon,Murray State vice president for University Services.
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by Dr. R. B. Barton. A senior. Bradley lathe re of Mrs.
Patricia Bradley of Paducah and the late Jain Bradley be
is married to Deane Lynn Bradley of Murray.
Scholastic Excellere Award for MS IV to David Elliott,
Mayfield, a gradate student and the son of Francis and
Ursula Elliott of Mayfield, sponsored by the American
Legion,Post U,and presented by Ed Bradford.
Leadership Award for MS I to lasts Biles, Knoxville,
Tans.,sponsored by Warms of ths World and presser."
by Real.
Leadership Award for MS II oder to John It neapion, Cadiz, son of Col. and Mrs Brent Thoomoon, sponsored by the mayor of Murray and presented by Mayer
Holmes Ellis.
Leedership Award for Military Science III student' to
Young of Murray, sponsored by the Asteciation of the
United States Army and presented by Rautt.
Leadership Award for MS IV to Clark Shooks, son of
Russell sad Derthy Sheri" of Murray, spartered by
Veterans of Foreign Wars and presented by Mat.
General Military Excellence Award for MS I to arIia

Beaman, am of Harold and Betty Boum of Merrily,
aperwered by Sass of the America. Revelation and
— - pretested ItY BeIM
Ge•eral Military Emblem Awned kw IM Ulp
NM*,
Its
sponsored
by
ranee,
tu.,
Douglas James,
Order of World Wars and presented by Dr. Hugh Oakley.
James is the asset Mr. and Mrs. Jobe James of Marra
Rosie it
Dearest Military Eseellnice Amird for MS us to men
Jones, no of Jack and Mary Joan of Mum,wowed
by the Reserve Officers Aseselartra and presented by Dr.
Robert McGaughey.
Geaeral Military EICA011et Award for MI IV to Crati
Byrd, re of Harry Byrd and Holm Joyce Osman of
Prima,sponsored by Aeries Login Pod es. If and
presented by r4 Bradford.
Diudread of the Army Superior Cadet Awards wore

yrainted to stedate based on aeadealk grades and
Warship. Saperier Get MB[wad to Meisel Rata*
tato of Golden,Col.sad preouled by Mat Undue
Superior Cadet 111 II ,
1 Sporilli and renew by
Charles EMrodge.Soparier Cadet MI III to TIM LoCesapef'castled aad,...aalodby Mayor Iiik.
Stuffier Cadet MIIV I. mai Bulk sod Preluded by
his'father, U.Colltaultel Mousy.
The Prodded's Platen Award WON le'a Itowsker
Mei eima.
Mintlirer1111Saar
Thus as liesorod wen Weevil Balt Ala Blireltkotler,
Michael BlealianoMp, Phil Orell, Woodrow Clark
Steve Veber, Ira Vim he Hafted. Tow NOWA
Cads Maw Caddo Mitsui Nit* Media and Claude
Mode.
Aka. Its Marrn, RoMe IkKal"hit Whack
Du Mom BM Pablo,Tern PrMar,Geog Irma,Add
ligima, Taney Maw Kin !bubo aid OMNI
Prue
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southern seen

Freeing
credit unions

t
.

Freeing the nation's federal credit unions to set
their own interest rates on member savings, checking accounts and certificates of deposit is a good
move on the part of the National Credit Union Administration.
Credit unions are cooperative savings and loan institutions operated by members of their mutual
• benefit. There are some 25,000 such institutions in
the nation and 12,125 of them, with 27 million
members,are under federal charter.
Experts predict credit unions won't immediately
start offering sky—high interest rates. Rather they
will be introducing several types of savings plans at
higher rates of interest for members. The deregulation will put credit unions in a competitive position
with money—market mutual funds that pay the
highsst interest on savings on a daily basis.
The deregulation rule will go into effect when it is
published in the federal register, expected Monday.
At present, credit unions are held to a maximum of
12 percent interest on passbook savings and share
draft(checking)accounts.
Currently, savings and loans are held to a maximum interest of five and one-half percent and bank
five and one-fourth percent on savings. Federal
regulators seek to remove interest ceilings on savings and loans and banks by 1986.
We would like to see deregulation accomplished
much sooner. A free market is the best answer for
all.

,Nuckor fmeze_
anxieties

(`

The many thousands of Americans who participated recently on the Ground Zero anti—nuclear'
observances provided ample proof of the heightened level of public anxiety over the nuclear arms
race. An even more telling measure is the popular
support shown in public opinion polls for a bilateral
nuclear freeze.
Clearly, growing numbers of ordinary citizens
are at least uneasy if not alarmed at the prospect of
a continuing arms race in which both the Soviet
Union and the United States will acquire more and
more nuclear weapons.
Just as clearly, this wave of anxiety is being encouraged by oganizations and individuals on the
political left, including remnants of the old anti—Vietnam coalition, who are seeking to exploit
the nuclear weapons issue for thier own ends.
But it would be foolish and wrong to assume that
the nuclear freeze movement is nothing more than
the product of left—wing agitation and propaganda.
Its adherents include lots of people whose personal
politics are anything but left or even liberal. Any
movement endorsed by evangelist Billy Graham
and conservative columnist James Jackson
Kilpatrick can hardly be described as left—wing.
Moreover, public discussion and debate of
nuclear arms issues ought to be encouraged in a
country where public opinion ultimately exercises a
veto over defense and foreign policies.
For that discussion and debate to be constructive,
it is essential that it rise above the level of polemics
and propaganda. Ground Zero activities did provide
some opportunity for opponents of the nuclear
freeze movement to be heard,Still, it is probably
fair to say that most Ground Zero audiences across
the country heard only one side of the nuclear
freeze debate.
That this was so is doubly unfortunate given the
general level of ignorance about nuclear weapons,
doctrine, and strategy. Films showing the horrors
of Hiroshima do not add much to an understanding
of what it takes to prevent nuclear war or to keep
the Soviet Union from exploiting its emerging
nuclear superiority in ways that extend Moscow's
grasp.
Why IS it necessary for the United States to build
more nuclear weapons than it already has? Is the
notion of "overkill' a fact, or a dangerous myth?
Can it really be true that the Reagan administration
is proposing to spend $180 billion over the next five
years just so that, should doomsday ever arrive,
Russian rubble can be made to bounce one more
time?
This newspaper believes strongly that the danger
of nuclear war or Soviet nuclear blackmail has increased significantly in recent years. Preventing
both requires that the American nuclear deterrent
be strengthened in specific ways that will reduce
this country's present vulnerability to a disarming
Soviet fist strike.
Agreeing to a nuclear freeze now would stop the
defense programs essential to strengthening the nation's nuclear deterrent,surely the most reliable insurance against nuclear war or nuclear intimidation.
But unless the facts that justify the Reagan administration's strategic modernization program
get through to the good and concerned citizens now
signing up in the nuclear freeze movement,
strategic modernization will be cut short and this
country's peril wW increase accordingly.

This writer takes a look at a time
when a whole lot of shaking was occurring
Please accept it as a sign of high
regard for you that I give you one of
the four-star. telephone numbers in
my little black book...(606)634-5411.
Call that number any time of the
year, and you can make reservations
for Quaker-plain rooms and Shakerplate meals at Shakertown at Pleasant Hill, in the Kentucky bluegrass
overlooking the Kentucky River.
Located between Harrodsburg(eight
miles) and Lexington (thirty),
Shakertown is a restored community
that seemed to have died out with its
last Shaker in 1923. Some of the
restoration miracle evident in
Williamsburg has happened on the
stonewall-edged knolls of Central
Kentucky. If you plan your trip well,
you can also get into Beaumont Inn in
Harrodsburg, Boone Tavern' in
Berea, and Talbott Tavern and My
Vld Kentucky Home in Bardstown.
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letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
We would like to thank all of the
parents who gave so freely and
cooperatively of their time and
talents during Teacher Appreciation
Week. We especially would like to

thank all of the room mothers at
Robertson and Carter Schools and
the businesses who gave gifts for the
teachers gift bags. These businesses
were: Don Faugh Enterprises, The
People's Bank, Sammons Bakery.

Bank of Murray. Hardee's, Druther's
and Wendy's.
Sincerely,
Sandy Brannon — Carter
Georgianna Moffitt — Middle School
Carole Holcomb — Robertson

looking back into Murray's past
Ten years ago
Jan Clark, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Clark, was valedictorian and Gail Russell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Russell, was
salutatorian of the 1972 graduating
class of Murray High School. Other
honor students were Sarah Cooper,
daughter _of Mr. and Mrs. R.L.
Cooper, third, Katie Blalock,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Blalock, fourth, and Steve Beatty,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
fifth.
Mark Thurman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy P. Thurman, had been
presented his Eagle badge at a court
of honor by Boy Scout Troop 77 at
First-Christian-Churchr"
Twenty years ago
Nancy Scull was winner of the
Calloway County 4-H Club Dress
Revue conducted at Little Chapel,
Murray State College. Runners-up
were Carolyn Murdock and Beverly

&

Goode.
Diane Elkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W.C. Elkins, had been awarded
a fellowship in- the field of medical
research by Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston.
Thirty years ago
Displays in store windows in Murray and other communities in
Calloway County had called attention
to National Home Demonstration
Week, April 27 to May 3, by the 16
homemakers clubs in the -city and
county.
Frank Lancaster, manager of-Va-rsity Theatre, had introduced Movie
Stars Tim Holt and Richard "Chito"
Martin when they made a one-day
appearahce at the loCal theitie:
Forty years ago
Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital andWilliam Mason Memorial Hospital
were amalgamating and joining
hands in carrying forward an aggressive and up-to-minute hospital

program.
,
school system, according to W
A total of 1,943 .n, 45 to 64, had
Caplinger,superintendent.
registered April 2'.
Calloway CounThe Western Dark Fired Tobacco
ty for the fourth
lective service Growers Association was ready to
registration.
begin receiving and making adDeaths reported this week included
vances on tobacco pledged to pool,
James B. West, 22, Mrs. Annie according to W.H. Finney; president.
Wicker Robertson, 73, Mrs. Mary
Deaths reported this week include
Wilson, William Jefferson Thur- Charles H. I.uter, 74, Young Burks,
mond,79, and J.H. Hooper,97.
71, Mrs. Anna B. Thweatt, 64,
Births announced this week includ- William Carroll Robertson, 90, Mrs
ed a boy to Mn. and Mrs. Otis Brit- Amanda Paralee Tutt, 84, and Ray
tain, April 24, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dunn,29.
Horace McKenzie, April 26, a girl to
Births announced this week includMr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward, April 27, ed a girl to Mr. and Mrs. W.B.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.I. Parker, April 21, and twin boys to
Grogan, April 26.
Mr. and Mrs. B.C. Willis, April 25.
Kentucky Gov. Keen Johnson had.
Harv_e_y Story vf,a.s, ..valedictorian
been principal spiaker aniffh an - and Almon Rhea was salutatorian of
nual scholarship day at Murray State Ole'1932 graduating class of Kirksey
.
College April 28.
High School.
Fifty years ago
Elected as officers of Murray
A cut in salary which approx- Rotary Club were Harry Sledd, W.J.
imated a flat cut of 25 percent had Caplinger, 011ie I.. Boren and K.C.
been received by teachers of city Frazee.
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songs taught them by visiting angels.
Adults spoke in tongues and set up
seances. Alarmed at their own excesses, the communities channeled
these energies into outdoor festivals
at selected holy places kept secret
from the mistrusting nonbelievers
outside. The one at Pleasant Hill was
called the Holy Plain of Sinai, first
used on Thanksgiving Day in 1844.
The creativity and inventiveness
the Shakers showed in making a
theology for themselves and building
a strong administrative discipline
that kept them in line was even more
evident in their manual work. Their
furniture had simple functional lines
that are more appreciated today as
works of art than they were back
then. Their needlework and watercolor illustrations of birds and herbs
are still copied. A functional row of
pegs around the rooms gave them a
place to hang clothes and furniture.
They had running water, from lead
pipes in an elevated water vat. They
invented refrigeration systems and
radiators, dumbwaiters,flat brooms
-a.R.PA-V-r.rt&AIALL-PAUX.S.screw ,propellars, tiAary
metallic pins, clothes pins, threshing
naaehines, and the tklizz saw. They
seemed to work very hard finding
ways to ease or avoid work.
Because they believed in charging
low prices, they made low profits,
and most of what they did make went
into piirchasing more land. With the
revolution in farm machinery after
the Civil War, their system of.voluntary manual labor became outmoded, at the same time they were dying
out as a separatist religion.
Shakers believed that by strict attention to purity of details in the
routines of -their daily lives they
could rise above an animal level to a
spiritual level.' The 'wonder of
Shakertown at Pleasant Hill today is
that this spiritual dimension ,still
lingers, and the physical restoration
calls attention to it.
I'm all shook up about the place.

. - '1.!. \
\ 1

By Ken Wolf
The fleeting nature of fame was
one of the themes of the Stoic
philosophy of the Greeks and
Romans. Consider this comment on
fame from the Roinan philosopher
and Emperor Marcus Aurelius (121180 AD):
'He who has a vehement desire
-for...fame does not consider
that every one of those who
remember him will himself
also die very soon; then again
also they who have suceeded
them, until the whole remembrance shall have been
extinguished...
A noble thought, but one made less
true by the fact that we are able to
quote it 19 centuries after it was written.

The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc.. 106 N. 4th. Murray. Ky. 42071. Second
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The Murray Ledger & Times is a member
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The Asiociated Press is exclusively ntitlid to news originated by The Murray Ledger
& Times.
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Center Families.
The closest contact between the
men and women came in the dances
(performed like many today,
together but without touching, at
separate tables, for meals, on wall
pews facing each other at daily
meetings and worship services, and
on wash days when the most responsible women were "allowed" to wash
the men's, clothes. Most work
assignments separated men and
women, and all buildings had dual
entrances. The dual staircases in
Pleasant Hill buildings are architectural marvels. When the number of
converts declined, new members
were found by adopting the frontier's
orphans or unwanted children.

thoughts in season
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They had a complicated and unorthodox theology, but I doubt that
many of them really understood it.
They left it to their elders and
deacons(male and female, black and
white) to explain for them how
Mother Ann Lee, their founder, came
to America in 1774 and died ten years
later, and was appointed to be a sort
of female Christ, a second sign from
God that the end was at hand and that
people had to prepare for it.

They were better able to understand what Mother Ann said this
meant for how to live their lives while
waiting. She taught them to practice
religiously the virtues that the
Puritans and Quakers and others had
taught — frugality, charity,industry,
honesty, temperance, pacifism, and
There was never a complete loss of
humility. They could respond to such
contact with the outside world.
discipline more ea1ily than they
Teams went out to evangelize, and
could understand the theology behind
curiosity-seekers' visited often, inMy daughters like to go to Shakerit. In addition to these virtues,
cluding Alexis de Tocqueville, James
town in the summer,for sheepshearhowever, Mother Ann (and the
Fenimore Cooper, Horace Greeley,
ings and crafts exhibits. My wife
leaders who came after her) insisted
and Charles Dickens. As the Shaker
seems to favor fall, when the leaves
that believers in this Millenial
agriculture prospered, the Shakers
on the maple rows and the tobacco in
Church, or the United Society of
became forerunners of agricultural
are timaing--4%-ftpeing.. 1434
al-glftr(flii--xlso•frbstatn-frrnt
xtns1o1I agent to tteirteignors.
• great,- too,-when -the-new-buds-eelto-'
- -sex--and- fronrnrarriage,-sitOlft live
Abundant surpluses in theirlproduce
the resurrection the Shakers believed
together in gathered communities
led them to organize themselves in
so strongly 11.,M4?-ctiek?_f_-?-7.4.;trde
44i.k.-e,----zales---liutf.1-;
thelott91)fal 'trade corm:ranks that
is deep winter, when the gray stone
Flood), should show special care for
were well known.for packaged seeds,
and black tree trunks against the
children, and should let the Spirit in
woven goods, canned and preserved
drifts of snow, untrampled by
them show itself in vigorous
foods, herbs, and medicines. The daitourists, mirror the colors of the inritualistic dancing. The dancing was
ly journals kept by those who
tenor woodwork and furniture
an organized form of the frenzied fits
couldn't travel are full of counted
against the stark white walls, and the
and trances early Shakers experiencmoments awaiting the salesmen's
sense of solitariness makes one feel
ed, especially during protracted and
returns with gossip.
there are few barriers between
intense revivals, and from this pracBy contrast, there were times
oneself and something eternal, as the
tice came the unofficial name of
when the Shakers seemed to lose all
Shakers must have felt often in their
Shakers. •
touch with this world. In the 1830's
voluntary monasticism.
At the peak of the Society's history,
and 1840's especially, the dances
The Shakers who lived there
from 1830 to 1850, there were about
sometimes returned to disorganized
throughout the nineteenth century
6000 Shakers, and Pleasant Hill was
and passionate outpourings of
(in decreasing numbers after the
only one of about 18 communities.
repressed sexuality. Some sisters
Civil War) were essentially simple
Each settlement was built out in the
had frequent "visitations" 'from
folks. Most of them were plain people
countryside away from busy
handsome Indian chiefs, and even
' who felt rejected and ill-at-ease in the
townlife. The residents were divided
from the spirit of George
world outside, and who turned in
into "families" of 30 to 100 members
Washington, as well as a few Chinese
quiet desperation to such corneach for work duties and living. Pleaand blacks. Children spun
munities for sanctuary and support.
sant Hill had East, West, North, and
themselves- into tranCes and sang
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Man proposes, priest opposes
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Morin joins health care center staff
Dr. Bernard G. Morin
has joined the staff of the
Health Awareness Center
for natural health care,
under the directorship of
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer.
Morin was born in
Webster, Mass. in May
1922. The oldest son in a
family of five children of
Olivia and Ida Morin,
originally of Quebec,
Canada. Morin received
his primary education in
Massachusetts.
After enrolling at the
University of Maryland
in Baltimore in 1941 for
his premedical training,
the World War II broke
out. Morin received a

deferment from military
service to complete his
medical training at
Kirksville College of
Osteopathic Medicine in
Missouri, and foregoing
any summer vacations he
was a graduate of the
class of 1946. He immediately enrolled at the
Massachusetts
Osteopathic Hospital in
Boston for a year's internship.
Thereafter he entered
general family practice
in Webster, Mass. and
continued there for about
twenty-five years. Desiring country life the family moved to Indian
Mound, Tn., there
establishing a new prac-

possible natural nutritional methods for the
alleviation of suffering
and ill health. This type of
doctor stresses the
wholistic approach

Carruthers, Furches
finish jewelry courses

Dr.Bernard Morin
tice. In late 1975 after accepting a civil Service
position at the Ft. Campbell Hospital he remained
for five and line half
years, serving in the
emergency room, AMIC
Clinic; and physical exams.
A year ago he opened
two new offices, one in
Hopkinsville and one in
Trenton, Ky., for family
practice, stressing the
natural approach for the
Dr. Wayne Sheeks, pro- logical arguments to management of health.
fessor of philosophy at show kow metaphysical
During this time the
Murray State University, egoism is possibly more doctor assisted by his
read a paper entitled adequate as an inter- wife has delivered
"Metaphysical Egoism: pretive system for several babies with home
An Apology" at the spr- understanding man's ac- and clinic deliveries using meeting of the Ken- tion than is metaphysical ing natural childbirth
tucky Philosophical altruism.
procedures and gentle
Association March _27 at—
-James Eberent,=_ Jairt))„
GeorgetownCollige.
professor of philosophy at --Through-the--years he
Sheeks defined Spaulding College in has extensively studied
metaphysical egoism, Louisville, commented -7
natural approach for
showing its distinction the paper by Sheeks, who the treatment and
from both ethical egoism has been a member of the.- management of disease
and psychological faculty at Murray State which has included the
egoism. He then offered since 1965.
use of manipulation, applied kniesiology, iris
diagnosis, instruction in
the natural ways of living
for health, varied
physiotherateutic
measures and
Frances Jones Mills, Changes in the election psychological counseling.
Morin is one of the New
Secretary of State, who laws passed by the 1982
also serves as Chairper- General Assembly were Breed of Doctors who
son of the State Board of discussed, and instruc- discourage the excess use
Elections, conducted an tional sessions on the of drugs using when
election law seminar at duties of county boards of
Ken Lake State Park.
elections, precinct election
officers' poll duties
In attendance at the
'
and use of the voting
seminar were Calloway
machine
were
held.
County Clerk Marvin
As Mills awarded trainHarris, his Deputy
ing certificates to the parClerks, and other county
election officials. ticipants, she noted the
importance of increasing
Secretary Mills said the
voter registration,
seminar was, "designed
knowledg
e and involveto improve the entire
ment, stating, "Active,
voting process."
well informed voters will
County election of- always give themselves
ficials and interested the best leaders, and
citizens from 12 surroun- helping voters is our purding counties par- pose for being here toticipated in the seminar. day."

University professor
reads paper at meeting

•

teaching people how to
take responsibility for
their own state of health
and the elimination
where possible of all
disabilities.

or..

County clerk, deputies
attend law seminar

Tom Carruthers and
Vince Furches of Furches
Jewelry, 113 S. 4th St.,
recently returned from
jewelry schools in Little
Rock, Ark.
Carruthers completed
the one-week advanced
jewelry course of the
Trenton Jewelry School.
The course included
bright cut stone setting,
preparation and sharpening of engraver, gypsey
setting, tube setting, and
setting of all odd size
stones and fragile stones.

• is scheduled to attend the
Gemology School of
America Diamond
Grading School in
Nashville.
Furches complete the
FISHER PRICE SCHOLARSHIPS — Two recipients of
one-week diamond Developm
Fisher Price Child
ent
setting-jewelry repair school year Scholarships to attend Murray State University for the 1982-83
are shown
course offered by the Eva Sullivan (center),with some of the products of the toy company. They are:
Fredonia
Trenton school. The in- with them is Ann Carr, directorRoute 2; and Allen Tedrow, Polk, Ohio. Shown
of
troductory course in- State. Miss Sullivan, daughter of Mr.the Child Development Center at Murray
and Mrs. Clifton Sullivan, was awarded a
cludes sizing and $300 scholarship, and Tedrow, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Tedrow, a $700
assembling rings, repair- scholarship. Recipients must be juniors in the field
of child development, have
ing gold chains, finishing high academic standing, and must have demonstrated excellenc
e in working
with
children. Fisher Price, which has a plant in Murray,
rings, mounting round
has sponsored the
stones using jeweler's scholarships for several years.
torch.
Carruthers also comA jeweler with Furches pleted the course last
for one year, Carruthers year.

Charles Griffin appointed
Bank promotes Dodson vice president by local bank

William E. Dodson has
-te, se
Cfhafie's
fin_bas
vice president of Peoples
been appointed as vice
Bank, according to
president in charge Of the
William M. J3.414, presi'consumer loan departdent.
ment of Peoples Bank,
Dodson's new duties
according to William M.
will include special proBoyd, president.
jects and assisting the
Griffin is a native of
Chairman of the Board.
West Tennessee and a
Dodson was first
graduate of the Universiemployed by Peoples
ty of Vanderbilt School of
Bank in 1957 to head up
Banking and the Bank
the consumer loan
Administration Institute.
department. He is a
.
I
He was employed by City
graduate of Murray State
State Bank of Martin for
William
Dodson
E.
University and has com11 years as exectuive vice
pleted many courses in Juana, live on Route 7, president and
Manager of
consumer banking.
and attend Memorial the Installment Loan
Dodson and his wife, Baptist Church.
Department,, and was
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Congratulations
Dr. Bernard Morin
Dr. Wayne Sheeks
Max Hurt
Tom Carruthers
Vince Furches
William E. Dodson
Charles E. Griffin
Fisher Price
Marvin Harris & deputies

The Federal Land Bank
Association of Mayfield
annual meeting was April
19.
Member-borrowers
and invited guests of the
FLBA of Mayfield,
gathered at the Holiday
Inn in Mayfield, on April
19, at 1:30 p.m. to attend
the association's annual
meeting.
The 'member/borrowers elected Robert
R. Jackson of Arlington
and Brady Williamson of
Fulton to serve a threeyear term on the board of
directors. The other
directors for the association are Cecil Anderson,
Mayfield; Larry Drummond, Barlow; and Max
B. Hurt, Kirksey.
The featured speaker
for the meeting was
Richard L. Overy, vice
president credit services,
Federal Land Bank of
Louisville. David G.
Griggs, regional vice
president and John
Swaim, regional coordinator were also in attendance.
The Federal Land Bank
Association of Mayfield
serves Graves, Calloway,
McCracken, Ballard,
Marshall, Fulton,
Hickman and Carlisle
County farmers. The
Mayfield association as
of Dec. 31 services 819
loans—with unpaid
balances of $52,619,255.
The staff of the
Association being, Dave
Hornback, president,
Alice Peevyhouse, assistant to the president, Bill

Hall, assistant vice
president/sr. loan officer,
Henry C. Jones, loan officer, Patsy L. Doom,
branch assistant, Waler
0. Smith, Clinton branch
field trainee and Mikey
Gibson, branch assistant,
Clinton.

TN?.

,

Charles E.Griffin

Osteopathic Physician & Surgeon
General practioner of Osteopathic Medicine has
joined the Staff of:

Broeringmeyer Health Awareness
Center
Murray, Ky. - 4 Mile East on Hwy. 94

•
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tu
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Board of Directors. Boyd
stated that he felt the
Peoples Bank was fortunate in locating someone with Griffin's experience and background
to head up the Consumer
Loan Department.
Griffin is a member of
the Masonic Lodge in
Martin, and he and his
family are members of
the First Baptist Church,
Sharon, Tenn. He and his
wife,Paula,and children,
Shawn and Staley, will be
moving to Murray in the
very near future.

Dr. Bernard Morin

I

Bank of Murray

Hurt elected director
of bank association

1

Hours Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8:30
A.M.
To Noon 1.P.M. to 5 P.M.
SPECIAL SERVICES OFFERED:
Natural Child Birth
Nutrition
Chelation Therapy
Physical Therapy
Colonic Detoxification
Traction
Sclerotherapy
Pain Control
Manipulative Therapy
Weight Control
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE:(502) 753-2962

•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll

•: Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
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•
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American and International Traveltime

HOME

Take time to follow the suggestions below.
They'll help you save money on electric
bills while you're away from home.
•Turn off the afr-conditioner.(No
need to cool your home if you're
not going to be
there.)

ST

•Turn off the
water heater.
(No need to
keep the water
hot if you'll be
gone for more
than three days.)

New address?
WELCOME WAGON®
can help you
feel at home.
Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from communityminded businesses. I'll also present 'invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrangit--Jtrat cat me:
"
Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753 5570

eleome,

InyclAmsrs/ King
492 8348
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•Turn off the lights (Use a timer if you
want the lights to come on in the
evening)
.
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HOW DO YOU DO — Murray High first baseman David McCuiston greeted
this Webster County pitch with the barrel of his bat for a 360-foot double in Friday's 7-0 win at Reagan Field.
WHO'S'ON THIRD? — Murray ffigh's Mark Boggess dives back safely to third
after trying to steal home, while Ronnie Pace discovers he has to make it back to
second. Boggess had tried the theft when Pace stole second but Webster County
cut off the catcher's throw and threw it home. Both Tigers made it safely back to
their respective bases.
Photo by John Salerno
lb
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Milton fans16 in Tiger shutout Gottfried
beats Purcell
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Mitton . shut- out -tatliti/tWAroubje-.--------*'
Webster County Friday
The only - thing that
night as he fanner! 16. bat- 'resembled a threat—as
ters and allowed just caused by Milton's seven
three hits in a 7-0 Murray walks. In the fourth innnHigh win ' at Reagan ing, he walked the first
Field.
two batters and each adMilton, who boosted his vanced to second and
season mark to 4-1, said it third base on. a passed
was the highest strike out ball. By Milton ended
total he has had in high what he started by strikschool, but has whiffed as ing out the next three hitmany as 16 in Babe Ruth ters. He also stroick-out
play. Alternating his fast the side in the third and
ball and roundhouse seventh innings.
curve. the senior put
On the offensive side,
away the visiting team the Tigers wrapped nine

,
c,!..-7.-

-hits-. 21;:key -stored 11Tree
runs in botnthe third and
-fourthinnings. Mark Boggess's triple in the third
drove in two runs, and he
later scored.
The fourth inning rally
got going when Boggess
knocked in a run with a
single to right. After an
intentional walk to Ronnie Pace loaded the
bases, Murray scored two
more runs on infield hits.
T h e f i ft h w a s
highlighted by a 360-foot
double to left center by
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TraVid Mee01110n.
—play. me DaviEn-Cotitity
The victory gives Mur- game has been cancelled.
ray a 13-3 record as it
OLDSMAR, Fla,, (AP)
enters the- district tournaWEBSTER
00000..o 0 — Fourth-seeded Brian
ment Tuesday at 3:30
Gottfried upended Mel
1 0 3 3 000
p.m. against Calloway at MURRAY
Marshall County High Hits- M-9, W-3; 2B- Purcell of Murray 6-4, 6-2
School. The team was McCuiston (M) 3B- and advanced to the
originally scheduled to Boggess ( M); Errors- M- semifinals in the $75,000
Robinson's Tennis Open
play a double-header Fri- 2, W-1.
against sixth-seeded
day with the nightcap
against Daviees County.
Calloway County's
But muddy Ty ,Holland Band Booster Club will be
field moved the Webster sponsoring a Sport-a-thon
County game to Reagan at the CCHS track, SunField, where the absence day.
of lights prevents night
Members of the CCHS By
The Associated Press
band will run laps around
It's not that Phoenix is
the CCHS track for pledg- playing
all that badly,
ed amounts of money. says
Los Angeles Coach
Funds raised will support Pat
Riley. It's just that
the CCHS band.
the Lakers are playing so
The activities begin at 2 . well.
p.m. Sunday.

Harold Solomon, who won
6-1, 6-4 over Tim
Gullikson.
In other matches,
unseeded Mike Estep toppled second -seeded
Roscoe Tanner 3-6, 6-3,62, after a pain in Tanner's

Try Our Delicious
Fried Chicken
We Will Honor Current Coupons From
Our Competitors
Group Rates On Large Orders

1890's
Ice Cream Parlor

A BRAND NEW MONEY
MARKET CERTIFICATE

32 Flavors Handdipped'

(Coming May 3, 1982)

CHECK THE ADVANTAGES OF OUR
NEW 3 MONTH MARKET CERTIFICATE
•Minimum Deposit $7,500.00!
0Your Rate is Base on the 90 Day Treasury Bill
Rate!
•Hopkinsville Federal Pays Yds% MORE than
Commercial Banks!
0Your Certificate Matures in 91 Days.
•Complete Safety INSURED By the F.S.L.I.0

Open
10-10 Mon.-Thur.
10-11 Fri. & Sat.
11:30-9Sun.

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

left arm prevented him
from hitting the ball with
full power during their
quarterfinalmatch.
Estep will face Peter
Rennert, who beat Tim
Mayotte 2-6,6-3,6-4.

"I think we're playing Phoenix's overloaded
excellent basketball. I defense on Kareem
don't think they collaps- Abdul-Jabbar, scored 26
ed," Riley said Friday points. Earvin "Magic"
night after the Lakers, Johnson added 23 and
with their third straight Abdul-Jabbar 22.
triumph over the Suns,
"I think triple-teaming
moved within a victory Kareem all night had
(they can get it Sunday) something to do with it ...
of the National Basket- They do pay too much atba 11 Association's tention to Kareem, which
Western Conference is OK by me," said
finals against the winner Wilkes.
San Antonio, trailing by
of the San Antonio-Seattle
21 points late in the.seseries.
Los Angeles, Riley add- cond period and 17 at the
ed, "hasn't played this half, rallied to edge the
well more than four or SuperSonics 99-97 and
five times over a string of take a 2-1 lead going into
three games this Sunday's fourth game.
"We played worse than
season."
The Suns, blown out by we've ever played all
19 points in each of the year in the first half,"
first two games, made a said George Gervin, who
game of it this time scored 16 of his 36 points
before succumbing 114(Continued on Page 7,
106 as Jamaal Wilkes,
Column 5)
taking advantage of

Protection
Pointer

Rental 8t Sales Center
Check Our Used Equipment
Used Riding
Mowers

DEAL WITH
AN INDE!.
PENDENT
AGENT

"
We also
Rent

Used Garden
Tractors
Prices Start At $29500
We also
Rent

Also
Used Tillers

Used Push
Mowers
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Various methods are used
to distribute insurance
protection. We subscribe to
the independent agency
system, because we
believe its the bestsystem
for providing proper
insurance coverage and
service.
As an independent agent,
we work for you, the
policyholder, not for State
Auto Of any other company.
This means we have the
flexibility to offer you the
protection best suited to
your needs,and at a
reasonable price. It's you
we're concerned about.
Check out the advantages
of dealing with an independent local insurance
agent.

And

(Substantial Interest Penalty for Early Certificate Withdrawal)

URRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921
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Lakers need one more

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL
ANNOUNCES
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PURDOM
THURMAN
INSURANCE

We Specialize In Service After The Sale

Court Sq.

753-4451
%.
Reprommt•ng

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214
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Lukas horse wins Oaks

Air Forbes Won to lead field
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Unbeaten Air
Forbes Won and El Baba,
winner of eight of 10
Marts, headed an odd-lot
field of 20 3-year-olds in
today's jinx-plagued
1011th Kentucky Derby.
A crowd of more than
120,000 was expected at
Churchill Downs on a
clear day with
temperatures in the 70s.
If all start, the 11
/
4-mile
Derby will be the richest
ever, worth $527,600, with
$422,600 awarded the winner.
The field included a
one-eyed colt, Cassaleria,
the filly Cupecoy's Joy
and a gelding, Real Dare.
Illness to Timely
Writer, the prohibitive
early favorite, and
Arkansas Derby winner
Hostage's fractured
_sesamoid stripped the

Derby of some of its top
contenders. Also out was
Linkage, the impressive
Blue Grass Stakes winner
whose trainer decided to
pass up the Derby in
favor of the May 15
Preakness, the second
and shortest of
thoroughbred racing's
Triple Crown for 3-yearolds.
Other top 3-year-olds
fell by the wayside in the
past months becatthe of
injury.
That left El Baba, the
Louisiana Derby winner
and second in the Arkansas Derby, as the one of
the leading contenders.
The son of Raja Baba,
who goes from post No.9
under Don Brumfield, is
the top money winner in
the field with $384,663.
Brumfield won the Derby aboard Kauai King in
1966, when the field also
was depleted by injury.

In Friday's
preliminary wagering of
$410,213, Air Forbes Won
was made the slight
favorite at 5-2 over El
Baba,4-1.
El Baba's trainer,
Dewey Smith, would have
liked fewer competitors.
Last year's Derby drew
21 starters, but beginning
this year the field was
limited to 20 starters based on money earnings.
"I feel that 20 horses is
too many and maybe it
should be more like the
Preakness where 'the
limit is 14," Smith said.
"One starting gate across
the track is enough."
Edward Anchel's Air
Forbes Won had the No.7
post. He was unraced as a
2-year-old but was coming off stakes victories in
the Gotham and the Wood
Memorial at Aqueduct.
His jockey, Angel Cordero Jr., rode Air Forbes

Won's sire, Bold Forbes,
to victory in the1976 Derby.
"It doesn't matter if
there's 15 or 20," said
Frank LaBocchetta,
trainer of Air Forbes
Won. "I'm confident my
horse can do it."
Another top contender
was Tartan Stable's Muttering, who included the
Santa Anita Derby
among his two triumphs
this year. He had Laffit
Pincay Jr. aboard from
the No.11 post.
Bill Shoemaker, a
three-time Derby winner,
was in his record 22nd
Derby aboard Star
Gallant, who has finished
second in his last two
starts — the Florida Derby and Derby Trial —
after four straight wins.
Both Shoemaker and
Lukas were shooting for
Oaks-Derby doubles today. Shoemaker rode

By ED SCHUYLER Jr.
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Bill Shoemaker
knew his mount, Blush
With Pride, had time to
catch favored Before
Dawn in Friday's $179,050
Kentucky Oaks for 3year-old fillies.
Shoemaker, who sought
a riding double with Star
Gallant in today's Kentucky Derby, piloted
Stonereath Farm's
chestnut filly to a threequarter length victory
over Calumet Farm's
Before Dawn before a
Derby eve record crowd
of 52,430.
"She ran her usual
race," said the Hall of
Fame jockey. "She was
back off the pace a little. I
thought those (Before
Dawn and Flying Partner) were the horses to
beat, and when they

Blush With Pride, trained
by Lukas, to victory in
Friday's Kentucky Oaks
for 3-year-old fillies.
Lukas trains Derby contender Muttering.
Star Gallant had post
No.17, on the blind side of
20-20 Stable's Cassaleria,
who was listed as a Ron
McAnally-trained entry
with Water Bank.
Roberto Perez'
Cupecoy Joy, trying to
become only the third filly to win the Derby, was
part of the parimutuel
field with seven other
horses: New Discovery,
Music Leader,
Reinvested, Real Dare,
Rock Steady, Wolfie's
Rascal and Majesty's
Prince.
Others in the field. were
Laser Light, Rockwall,
Gato Del Sol, Bold Style,
Wavering Monarch and
Royal Roberto.

made their move, I made
mine. I knew there was
plenty of time."
Before Dawn,ridden by
Jorge Velasquez, finished
2k4 lengths in front of
Buckland Farm's Flying
Partner.
The victory also gave
trainer Wayne Lukas a
shot at only the third
Oaks-Derby double. Ben
Jones accomplished the
feat with the filly Real
Delight and Hill Gail in
1952 and H.J. Thompson
did it in 1933 with Barn
Swallow, a filly, and
Brokers Tip.
Lukas saddled Muttering in today's Derby.
Before Dawn, the 2year-old filly champion,
stalked front-running
Delicate Ice, a 50-1 outsider, and took the lead
on the far turn. With a
quarter-mile to go, Blush
With Pride moved up

with the Calumet(My • ,
With about 50 yards to
go in the 1 Lk-inde test,
Blush With Pride pulled
away. The winning time
was 1:50 1-5.
She now has three
straight victories, adding
to the Ashland and Santa
Susanna Stakes. In six
starts this year, she now
has four triumphs and
two seconds.
Blush With Pride earned $116,380 to boost her
winnings to $357,202.
The winner returned $6,
$2.80 and $2.20. Before
Dawn paid $2.80 and $2.20
and Flying Partner paid
$2.40.
Snow Plow finished
fourth, six lengths behind
Flying Partner, in the
field of seven,followed by
Delicate Ice, Girlie and
Exclusive Love.
All starters carried 121
pounds.
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Gilder's 5-under leads Classic

DALLAS (AP) — Bob players out," Gilder said.
Gilder wishes an old- "I'm hitting it good and I
fashioned Texas prairie don't mind playing in the
wind would spring up for wind."
the final 36 holes of the
Gilder, whose biggest
Byron Nelson Golf victory cane in the 1980
Classic.
Canadian Open, led hotGilder.riel?.^-425 had on-• _putting George Archer,
-!rp.a single top-l0 finish _ Flisxostid a 2-under par
—
this year, blistered 68, by a stroke.
becalmed Preston Trail
At 4-under 136 were
Golf Club with a 5-under- Vance Heafner, who shot
par 65 Fridty to take a 1- 70; and D.A. Weibring,
shot lead at 132, 8-under Dan Halldorson, and Bob
par.
Shearer, all of whom shot
It was the lowest 36- 68.
hole total in tournament
The 31-year-old Gilder,
history.
whose best finish this
year was fourth at Tuc"I'd like to see it (the son, knocked in birdie
wind) really blow now putts of 18 and 25 feet and
because it would make chipped in from 30 feet to
the course tougher and highlight his round.
take some of the other
He also saved himself

from possible disaster putting from 30 to 40
when he sank a 10-foot feet."
bogey putt on a hole
Curtis Strange, the
where he had tree other co-leader struggled
troubles.
to a 2-over par 72 and was
"I was looking at dou- in a pack of five players
ble bogey there," he said. at 3-under 137 which in„Gilder
off Vie-PGA
Misters. Graham had, the. day's
"I didn't practice anrL most-bizarre round, makonly played twice,:' he ing only six pars yet
said. "I was refreshed shooting a 1-under 69. He
when I came here ... real- had six bogeys, five birly looking forward to dies and an eagle.
playing.”
— That was the
. First-round co-leader strangest round I ever
Archer was hoping for played ... ever," Graham
two more consistent said. "I don't know what
rounds, saying "I haven't happened.
put four solid rounds
"Golf's a funny game.
together in aIournament You think .you got it all
in years. But I'm putting and then it says 'Hey,
well now. I had been hay- wait a minute.' Then it
ing trouble with three- kind of wakes you up."

- •-

TAG, YOU'RE OUT
— Murray High's Jeff
"Cat" Downey tried to
sidestep a tag by the
Webster County third
baseman in Friday's 7-0
Tiger win.
c".

Manager says Roenicke goat,
Montreal hits then slugger
any NL pitcher for Baltimore

7;
NIP

-

-
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By JOHN NEISON
10 innings, Atlanta blankAP Sports Writer
ed Chicago 1-0, Houston
No offense intended, edged Pittsburgh 4-3, CinFernando, but the Mon- cinnati clobbered St.
treal Expos can hit any Louis 8-2 and San Franpitcher in the National cisco clipped the New
League, Al Oliver says.
York Mets 5-4.
The Expos handed FerScott Sanderson, 3-1,
nando Valenzuela, the
gave
up consecutive
Los Angeles Dodgers'
1981 Cy Young winner,his homers to Ron Cey and
second straight loss Fri- Pedro Guerrero in the
day night, beating the fourth inning, then settled
Dodgers 4-2. Valenzuela, down to stop Los Angeles
who was beaten 6-3 by until. two were out in the
San Francisco last Sun- eighth. He had yielded
day, yielded four runs on just six hits when he was
seven hits in seven inn- relieved by Jeff Reardon,
who earned his fourth
ingsagainst Montreal.
save.
Oliver, acquired from
the Texas Rangers this
Oliver drove in a run
spring, drove in three of with a.sallifice
fly in the
Montreal's runs, helping first inning and,
after
the Expos snap a nine- L.A. went ahead
2-1 on
game losing streak at the consecutive
homers,
Dodger Stadium.
he belted a two-run dou"We feel we can hit ble in the fifth.
Oliver
anybody," Oliver said. "I scored on a single
by
feel Fernando is the pit- Gary Carter.
cher everyone said he is.
"The addition of Oliver
He had all his pitches, but
has
made a definite imtonight we were able to
provement in this club,"
capitalize."
Around the rest of the Sanderson said. "We are
league, Philadelphia not the same team. We
defeated San Diego 3-1 in feel we can get hits off
anyone."

By HERSCHEL
NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
It looked like the same
old story when Gary
Roenicke came off the
Baltimore bench to pinch
hit in the fourth inning
and struck out for the 12th
time in a streak of 20
hitless at-bats.
"I had never struck out
so much before when I
was getting my swings,"
Roenicke said. "I usually
strike out on checked swings or looking at the
ball."
Two innings later,
though, Roenicke managed to swing his bat where
the ball was and it sailed
over the left field fence
for a three-run homer
that sealed the Orioles' 94 victory Friday night
over the California
Angels.
'That took a load off
my feet, my body and iny
mind, especially,"
Roenicke said. "That was
probably the most satisfying homer I've eve? hit.
The slump was bad

because it came after I
had my best spring training ever and got off to a
good start. Then overnight it turned around."
Baltimore's 11-hit attack enabled Jim Palmer
to post his first victory of
the season and 249th of
his career. That is 50
fewer than Gaylord
Perry has after the 43year-old right-hander
notched No.299 as the
Seattle Mariners pounded
Rich Gossage and the
New York Yankees 6-3.
In other American
League games, the
Boston Red Sox trimmed
the Texas Rangers 7-1,
the Detroit Tigers downed the Chicago White Sox
6-4 in 11 innings, the
Oakland A's blanked the
Cleveland Indians 8-0, the
Minnesota Twins beat the
Milwaukee Brewers 7-4
and the Kansas City
Royals nipped the Toronto Blue Jays 8-7.
Al Bumbry and Rick
Dempsey drove in two
runs apiece as the Orioles
concluded the third worst
April in the club's history.
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in the third period. "The
second half was a different story. My shots
were starting to go in in
the third so I started looking for my jumpers."
The Eastern Conference semifinals
resumed today with
Philadelphia holding a 2-0
lead heading into
Milwaukee and
Washington and visiting
Boston tied 1-1.
Even John MacLeod,
the Phoenix coach,
couldn't knock his Suns'
play. "A lot of people say
we expended a lot of
energy to make it to the
playoffs — that after winning two out of three we'd
be sapped," he Said of
their mini-series victory
over Denver. "But we
just ran into a solid, solid
ball club."
The Suns cut a 14-point
deficit to 98-92 with 5:30 to
go and 105-99 with 2:38 re-

Pro baseball
mauling before Wilkes
reeled off six consecutive
points to put the game out
of reach. Alvan Adams
had 23 points for the Suns.
San Antonio hasn't lost
at home to Seattle in
more than four years.
The streak seemed over
with the Sonics up 59-42 at
halftime before the Spurs
began chipping away. An
18-foot jumper by reserve
guard Mike Bratz, his only basket of the game,
with five seconds to play,
was the game-winner.
He wasn't supposed to
be part of the play mapped out by Coach Stan
Albeck with 28 seconds to
go and the score tied 9797. But the Sonics converged on Gervin and
knocked the ball free.

Mark Olberding flipped it
to Bratz, wide open on the
baseline. He hit the
game-winner with one second left on the shot
clock.

Friday's Sports Transactions By The
Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
SIONTRE Al EXPOS Optioned
Wallace Johnson. infielder. to Wichita
of the American Association Recalled
Br,n Smith. pitcher,(rein Wichita
•
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COUPON
T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Chestnut St. Murray

Free Coke With
Purchase of Large
Barbecue Sandwich
And This Coupon
7S3-004S

Lighten Your Load
Doing the laundry.
takes energy —
yours and electrical
energy. It takes electricity
to heat the iron, run the
dryer, and heat water for
washing clothes. To save
energy and money in the
laundry room,follow
these suggestions:
Launder only full loads in the
coolest water possible.,
Adjust the water level for
smaller loads.
,

• Rinse clothes in cold water.
•Dry full loads without overloading _
or overdrying.
•Clean the lint filter after each load.
•Do all the ironing at
one time and don't
the iron on
while
hile doing other
things.
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West Ky. Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
75375012
• Ir ,.••••

40,
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Owner Spencer Salentine with
the new Yenialia hrbo650

See the Incredible
Yamaha Turbo 650

E

Town & Country Yamaha
94 E.

753-8078
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a rockfish would bust it
and then head out into the
current on a long run.
I've never caught oiNt of
them.
On the first cast I get a
sharp strike, and the fish
is hooked. It fights hard
in the turbulance and
feels like a whopper!
Maybe it's my lucky day,
void 'that the stripes are thick
.:•-•as• and I'll catch a stringerful. Maybe...!
It's a hickory shad,
4amailai over a foot long, slicksided and slimy. I pick it
up by the jig and flip the
4* fish off, trying not to get
Jaw— the smell on my hands.
Stripe smell is okay. Shad
, smell isn't.
A lone catfisherman is
working the boils below
the dam, idling his boat
Jimmy Newton dips baitfish from below Barkley Dam for a day of catinto the rough water,
fishing.
lowering his heavy
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
weight and hooks to the
The river can't be seen conditions were getting anyway. Maybe I'll get bottom and bouncing it
from the bridge. Fog lays right.
lucky and find a school. downstream. I watch for
over it, like whipped
"Stripes run when the I've blundered into fish a moment and then
cream spread over a water temperature hits before, but not too often. resume my casting.
The rocks smell like a
the 60-65 degree range," If I don't catch anything
long, thin cake.
The top of Barkley dam he'd said. "Right now the in a half hour or so, I'll fish market. Decomposrises out of the fog, sheer water is almost 60."
head back to the Cafe for ing shad lay in the
He also said that stripe some coffee and biscuits.. crevices along the
walls of concrete, steel
The lone truck in the walkway. Gulls sway and
towers, power lines shut- fishing was greatly afAing electricity out to f e Ct ed by w.,11,i_c h zazkiiig lot.belongs to two work out over the ,curOaraglieaterraWfar-43‘tenetaiiiifrAfAtrilTing
fee makers and hot water inside the dam."The best" each have their long- mist and then darting
hearers for showers. time is when No. 2 or No. handle wire nets and five down for a fish. They
llon buckets. They have a lazy life here,
Around • western Ken- 3 or even both are runntucky people are waking ing. This causes the stand on the rocks at the where a meal is always
up and getting ready for water to break into the water's edge and make available.
Another shad dipper
work as the sun begins to rocks just right, and the gouging digs
fish bite best then. The downstream. Each dip is ambles down the conrise,
Only one truck is in the worst condition is when rewarded with several crete steps and comparking lot - not a good No. 1 is running. The cur- flopping shad, which are mences his work. The
sign. If the stripes were rent runs right along the dumped baitfish are laying in next
running, the fishermen rocks, and the stripes unceremoniously into the to the rocks in huge
would be here, lining the aren't there."
buckets. Before the mor- schools, resembling ribrocks and casting jigs out
This morning all four ning is over, their entrails bons of black ink in the
generators are turning, will be threaded over clear water. When you
into the current.
They have been runn- bubbling up the water in steel hooks and lowered get close, the black turns
to a series of silver
ing; I'm sure of it. My the dam's -shadow and into catfish holes.
wife's cousin fishes here rushing the current
I tie on a chartreuse flashes, and the fish are
frequently, and he's downstream. Maybe curly-tail jig, again at the gone.
This man is Jimmy
made some good catches that's why the cars and advice of my wife's
in the last month. I'd call- fishermen aren't here. cousin. This and white Newton of nearby
ed him the night before They know.
are his two favorite col- Gilbertsville. As sopi as
But I'll try a while ors. He'd said to cast the he gets bait, he's going
for advice, and he said
jig out and swim it back catfishing in the tailwater
in just over the rocks. If of Kentucky Dam. He
the stripes were there, says fishing isn't all that
they'd take it. Or maybe good yet, that it'll be bet-
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Jim Fain's Shelter Insurance
SHIELD
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SHEITER
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Basinful Koetariky Lair

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Located On
New Concord
Hwy. Murray,

Al the Shield
you'll ever need

Next To Lyons Electric

Featuring
'Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

7S3-0632
Mon.-Fri, 8-5

f

"J.C. Pontoons

by wade bourne

ter next month. The
water's not stable enough
yet. Each year he fills his
freezer with catfish. The
biggest one he's ever
caught was a 41-pounder.
Dip, pull, pour the fish in
the bucket, one flops out,
never mind.
Jimmy Newton leaves
and I go back to casting. I
get another shad, then

hang my jig in the rocks
and break it off. A boat
comes up the bank, a
heavy-set man and
woman wearing a ski
mask. He's after shad
too, but he catches them
with a cast net.
Now the sun is pouring
down into the tailwater
valley, and the warmth

feels goods. The gulls the steps carrying two
seem lazier than ever. rods and a tackle box. I'd
The baitfish are still jum- • like to stay longer, to cast
ping and schooling next to the jig a few more times
the bank, but the stripes and watch the gulls and
aren't here. Or they envy them and envy the
don't fishermen in the boats
might be, but
who probably have all
know how to catch them.
day to not catch much.
Another boat runs up Me, I have to not catch
under the dam. A man much in a hurry and then
and his wife come down be gone.

Ifishing line
The cold, wet, windy
days have been far too
numerous to suit me but a
lot of fish are being
caught. It makes me
wonder what it would be
like to have a hot,
windless morning when
the fish decided to bite
every place you fished! I
know it sounds like a fantasy but fishing used to be
that way every spring.
There are some folks
who prefer to fish for
crappie in the shallow
brush while others choose
to work the dropoffs and
ledges. Crappie are being
taken at all of these locations! They haven't been
t at elther_place
for more than fFvo or
'three days all spring
though. 1 have caught a
lot of them but I have had

to move around more due
to the persistent cold
fronts.

by jerry maupin
version which has been
around for a long time.

Should you not find the
Crappie can be found in crappie in the shallow
water from one foot in brush then move out to a
depth all the way down to ledge,- hang a few minfifteen feet. I have clean- nows over the side and
ed a few that had dropped then cast around with a
their eggs but the last jig until you locate some
bunch, Tuesday, had just fish. You may have to
come from the deeper move up and down the
ledges into the shallows ledges but it usually
and were not as fully works.
matured nor were their
Bass anglers are on
eggs as fully developed.
pins and needres now as
If this area doesn't get 'they prepare for the big
some warm weather soon bass to move into the
we will probably lose this shallows to begin their
As soon as I get a picyear's spawn. It could go spawning ritual.
either way right now
Many of the yearling ture developed, I'll have
beca_use many of the fish_Liale.stick _are eager one to show you that
are ready and-4a ding. type Tatelof, -1/1w1t-rtMcten _caught •on - to hit
A lot of anglers prefer fered but titulklarger -her very -first crappie
to cast the light road run- females are much harder fishing trip. It's a beauty!
Happy Fishing!
ner jigs or a homemade to come by.

Lakes producing only fair fishing
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) —With a few exceptions, Kentucky's 15 major lakes have been producing only fair fishing
the past several days.
The state gave this rundown:
Kentucky — Crappie
slow to fair in shallow
stickups and submerged
cover 10 to 15 feet deep;
in tailwaters catfish fair
to good; clear, stable, at
summer pool and 61
degrees.
Barkley — Crappie
slow around stickups and
in submerged cover
about 20 feet deep; in
tailwaters catfish fair,
white bass slow; murky,
stable, at summer pool,
62.
Nolin — Bluegill fair
with worms around
shallow banks; crappie
slow in shallow submerged cover; clear to murky
to muddy, rising,
foot
above summer pool,61.
Rough River — Crappie

slow 6 to 12 feet deep in
submerged cover; clear
to murky, stable, 2 feet
below summer pool,62.
Varren River — Crappie good 5 to 10 feet deep
in submerged cover;
clear, stable, at summer
pool,64.
Green River — Crappie
excellent in submerged
cover 5 to 8 feet deep;
black bass good with
spinnerbaits and
crankbaits around stocky
points; white bass good in
headwaters with jigs;
clear to murky, rising
slowly, 4 feet below summer pool,60.
Dale Hollow — Crappie
fair 3 to 4 feet deep in
willows; bluegill fair on
worms off shallow banks;
clear, falling slowly, at
normal pool,60.
Cumberland — Crappie
fair to good 4 to 10 feet
deep under floating drift
around shoreline and 12
to 15 feet deep in fallen
treetops; white bass slow

to fair on spinners and
jigs in headwaters; in
tailwaters trout and
walleye fair; clear to
murky, stable, 1 foot
below timberline,60.
Laurel — Trout good off
deep banks on worms,
cheese and corn; black
bass good on spinnerbaits
and surface lures in coves
early and late in day;
clear to murky, stable, 1
foot below power pool,60.
Herrington — Black
bass fair on plastic
worms, spinnerbaits and
crankbaits off sloping
banks; crappie fair in
stickups; clear to murky,
falling, 1 foot below sum-

mer pool,61.
Grayson — Crappie and
black bass slow; murky,
stable, at summer pool,
61.
Buckhorn L.' Crappie
fair 3 to 6 feet deep in
stickups; clear to murky
to muddy, rising, 4 feet
below summer pool,62.
Dewey — Crappie fair
to good 6 to 10 feet deep in
stickups and around
dropoffs; clear to murky,
stable, at summer pool,
62.
Fishtrap — Crappie
slow in stickups; clear to
murky to muddy, rising,
10 feet below summer
pool, 66.

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

SI RVICI-

R R.2 Buchanan. Tenn (901)232.8221

Olympic Plaza
_
Men s or

Women's Insulated
Ass
Boots s
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KEY AUTO
PARTS
BUYER

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS
•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
•ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
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Travel,
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Shores on Kentucky Lake
Panorama

GRAYSON MsCUURE

DON MsCLURE

Take 91 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 miffs post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Panoramcfand follow block lop to your right

Telephone,502436.54$3
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For All Your Fishing Needs

:

Serving The takes- For 30 Years —
-'
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

]
Phone
502-753-5693

MIK MIK APIRC)2111( -1111.011111111L MIK ANL

500/0 Off
M —9 P M Doily
Opts 9 A—
1 P.M To 6 P.M Suoday

Serving Those
Hwy,68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Buchanan Feed
tr1111,41.0.1111'r

Industrial Rd.

.

Where "Service Is Our Business

There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about vs.

753-5378

J
..
1

Levi Jeans
1 5.95
Women's `23.95
L Misses
Students'14.95
Children's s 12"

641 Super Shell

I

!Wholesale

!

Men's Long Sleeve
8. Short Sleeve
Cotton 8 Flannel
Shnts

Famous Fish Dinners

Bulk Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals

PURINA I
CHOWS

Murrby, Kr.

I

Again, I must put the
blame on the cold windy
weather we are having. I
can remember a few springs where we went from
cold to hot in one week
and we missed all of the
good fishing in between.
I have seen the carp
rolling twice this year
and that should tell you
something about these
coldfronts.
About all we can do is
hang tough and move
around trying different
methods until something
clicks.

viffRuof
snt I 5 &

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
- To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.

-
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Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Tuna glut growing nationwide as plants close
U.S.fishermen.
Seiner owners are being asked by processers
to cut their price for
yellowfin, the bigger,
white -meat tuna
American fishermen try
to catch, by as much as 40
percent to compete with
prices for smaller tuna
such as yellowtail and
skipjack caught by
Japanese, Indonesian
and other foreign
fishermen.
Fishing industry
spokesmen say any setback, even a brief cannery shutdown, can turn
a profitable year into
losses.
"The younger men are
angry about all this,"
said Neves. "Many of
them will make very little
money. They face
dangers at work and
uncertainty at home."
Gil Rodriguez, who has
sold provisions to U.S.
seiners for 10 years, said
this week he is quitting
the business.
"I'm closing the doors
because I believe it's
ridiculous to try to continue in the ship
chandlery business with
boats closed down for 30,
60, 90 days," Rodriguez
said.
"I'm going to purchase
a gill net boat and try
fishing for bottom fish.
It's either that or selling
,
—year- consumption
worent— apples on the-scorner
Jrx..jg apples and a sign_
At the same time, im- t`E al`says 'ex--ports from a
ag --fishernme
San Diego is home to
numbet of tuna-fishing
nations have snarled -the 140-boat U.S. tuna
negotiations between the fleet, which sets out each
canneries and the January for voyages of
American Tuna Sales two to three months
Association, representing tracking tuna in the
SAN DIEGO(AP) — As
the superseiners sit idle
with their 1,200-ton loads
of frozen tuna; waiting for
weeks to unload,
fishermen with families
talk bitterly of the times
and "those fish buyers."
The canneries that consign them to the sea are
cutting back. Seafood
sales are flat, leading to
layoffs of almost 6,000
workers in two of the biggest companies alone. A
worldwide tuna glut is
growing.
The industry that has
kept 2,400 United States
tuna fishermen afloat —
and has pumped $650
million a year into the
U.S. economy — has run
aground.
In four weeks,the Bumble Bee plant here is
scheduled to close indefinitely. Star-Kist has
ordered its three canneries closed for at least
three weeks. A
spokesman denies Van
Camp, San Diego's other
cannery,is up for sale but
said "assets could be
sold."
"Americans are buying
less meat, less tuna, less
everything," said Manuel
Neves, fleet coordinator
for the American
Tunaboat Association.
"Every year it's been a
rule that fish production
goes up 7 percent, but last

,

'

622 S. 4th Next to Buoy Bread
*Minnows

*Ice
*Snacks
753-0262
Open 4:30 a.m.
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What Mod of day will toner- CANCER
counts in order. Intellectual maim plane regarding your
make at least two trips rew be? Ti find set whet the (June 21 toJuly 22)
matters are favored,
overall security. Residential
stars say, read the forecast Harness creativity during SCORPIO
annually.
and real estate yennt,elpmoves
the
morning.
Social
life
leads
The result is that while givesfor Tour hirth
(Oa 23 to Noir.
tures are favored.
to important introductions. You're in the mood to enter- pm=
the prices of comparable
Join friends at a local cultural lain. Invite your friends. You(Feb.ig to mar.30) X$U
foodstuffs have risen in (Mar.21 to Apr.
19) 4rdir4 event.
the supermarket, tuna After some ealayakie local LEO
and closieltaurare
sParicle
madal
imPreseed
drele, now
. FoU
Luck
ccimes
ow the lead of close
prices haven't, with a six- visiting, you'll wont to take (July 23 to Aug.72)
by you.
channels of camfriends.
The
new
j
ob
a
advantage
ounce can of tuna selling
of
You'll get important feed- SAGMARIUS
munication are open between
1Vi
for around $1 and dipping breakthrough. Increased back from a long-time friend (Nov.22to Dec.21)
regarding new ideas. Shop for A career matter rotlun
to 79 cents in some revenues are likely.
91"--ou MInd
YOU
a aBr
ReN
d cin
TeoDAY are
TAURUS
the home and be alert to new further research. Follow sensitive, artistic and
weekend specials.
career openings.
through on loads- Attend corn-sometimes shy. You have the
William J. Horner,
(tsv2Tortta'Y 2°) are.worth VIRGO
munity functions, where you'll ability to work well with
Serpresident of Marine
acting
Singles
(Aug.23toSept.22) 11101.
t will_
w"" Optimism
vice Enterprise Inc., romantic peuthatttes. Be
attracts benefits. (De
C
inake
AP
:
c.
22
a fin
itIOORN
:
j:
a
i Preasi
n vi
n.
ma:Ins
rs
heip
'alo
btol.uPAart
turn
goodciesnot
elt:imai
tiron
ebelieves the problems ing to join children in their ac. You'll make a good impreswill end when Americans tivittes.
sion on others. A touch of Good Dein cotnsa from afar.sensitivity into artistic ac_
start buying tuna again. GEMINI
mystery makes you a more in- You may we a loved one who complishment. Poetry, ficteresting person.
"It's a very fast-moving (May 21 toJune 20)
lives at a distance. Creative tyicsi, musicate andfiekisactingin
industry," in no danger of Home-based activities are LIBRA
people will
increased some
which
favored. Investigate job op- (Sept.23 toOct.22) —
dying, he said.
you'll find fulfillment. You
QUZIUS
vity.
Still, shockwaves hit Partninbea that can be done Surprise someone with a PArodu
=A4have a talent for bringing out
gift. Now's the time to attend (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
the best in others and would
San Diego when Castle & from the home. Catch up with to
bookkeeping and to put ac- Sit down with the family and make a good counselor.
Cook of Honolulu an-

Pacific along Central and
South America. The fleet,
made up of $12 million
21)
vessels equipped with
nets, helicopters and
modern refrigeration
systems, is the biggest
ever.
But in addition to
foreign competitors, who
often sell their catch to
canneries in Puerto Rico
and Samoa for eventual
distribution in America,
fishermen have been
forced out of business by
the cost of fuel, which has
doubled since 1979, and
recurring boat-seizures
in territorial disputes.
In recent years,
American vessels have
been seized off Panama,
Peru, Mexico, Ecuador, nounced plans to close
FOR MONDA V,MAY 3, 19112
Colombia and El Bumble Bee indefinitely.
Whet kind of day will tomor- CANCER
dike) moments constructively. Consult with experts about
A woman, in a letter in row be? To find out what the
Salvador. Those nations
(June
21
toJuly
22)
the
local
claim a 200-mile fishing
newspaper this stars say, read the forecast A date may have to be You're prone to waste time in investments and business in
daydreaming.
general. An unexpected work
limit, which the United week, suggested that if given for your birth Sign.
canceled, or there could be a SCORPIO .
assignment
may interfere
States does not recognize. half of San Diego's people
mix-up regarding an appoint- (Oct.23to Nov.21)
with other plans.
Congress reimburses bought a single can of ARLES
ment. The behavior of a Confidential meetings are PISCES
'
fines and penalties, but tuna in the next two (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VIA neighbor's child may favored over group get- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
not lost fishing time and weeks "it might mean A friend takes you off-guard displease you.
togethers. Erratic trends af- You'll need tact with one
fect your financial picture. who holds outlandish
saving 900 jobs." San with surprising news. Toe the LEO
confiscated cargo.
mark on the job and put aside (July 23 to Aug.22) 4124
Don't lend money.
opins.A
close friend makes
good
Also, modern equip- Diego has about 900,000 farfetched
ideas. Make an ef- You may order something SAGITTARIUS
ariep business sense but may disapment and fishing methods residents.
fort to be realistic.
by mail, though shopping in (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) "
point in other ways.
Among the 900 workers TAURUS
have contributed to what
general could lead to an ill- It's a mixed day regarding
distributors describe as who expect to lose their (Apr.20 to May 20)
advised purchase. Watch ex- career interests. Though some
over-fishing. The U.S. jobs is Jaime Rocha, 20, Keep close tabs on what penditures carefully.
talks are fruitful, you may YOU BORN TODAY are
fleet, which traditionally with a 'wife, three partners spend now,otherwise VIRGO
find that you get little ac- versatile and multi-talented,
his4provided 40 percent children and a baby due your bookkeeping may be off. (Aug.23 toSept. n)
but are inclined to scatter
complished
your energies. You have an
to 45 percent of American in June. Rocha has clean- Singles are prone to fantasize Shifting moods limit your ef- CAPRICORN
about new romances.
fectiveness. Be consistent. A (Dec.72toJan. 19)
exceptional talent to commertuna needs,.can handle ed up fish carcasses and GEMINI
friend's tardiness could throw Travel for business reasons cialize your artistic gifts, for
135,000 tons of tuna at a kept empty tin cans mov- (May 21 to June 20) nitif
fi- you off schedule, but try to is favored, but a distant friend you combine business knowtime, and most boats ing on conveyor belts.
A friend's erratic behavior make allowances.
.
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could cause you some pro- LIBRA
(Sept,23 toOct.22) -CLnEe
—
' ..untitttvied . eit9gt
entertaining at home.
could crop up. Utilize private

Outdoor writetBounkt.__b'ems,4g4:;:a:ni;:t1Qvisiabtit7eaV
named senior.writer
•

L

Outdoor writer Wade
Bourne, whose column
appears regularly in The
Murray Ledger & Times,

was recently named
Senior Writer-Hunting for
SOUTHERN OUTDOORS
Magazine. This Montgomery, Ala., publication serves outdoor
readers in 17 southern
states.
As Senior Writer,
Bourne -will function as the magazine's in-house
expert on h,unting sports.
His features will appear
regularly in future
SOUTHERN OUTDOORS
issues.
Bourne is a full-time

outdoor writer/broadcaster who lives in
Clarksville, Tenn.
Besides serving as
SOUTHERN OUTDOORS' Senior WriterHunting and writing his
weekly syndicated
newspaper column, he is
Outdoor Reporter for
WPSD-TV (Channel 6) in
Paducah, Kentucky, with
three outdoor segments
waekly. Bourne also .
freelances articles to national outdoor
magazines. His work is
published regularly in
such magazines as
FIELD & STREAM,
OUTDOOR LIFE and
SPORTS AFIELD.

Open 7Days A Week
4 o.m.-6 p.m.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Durgin 1
Bait Shop

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE — Six-month-old Michael Orell, left, takes a close, inquisitive look at his
diploma he received during a cap-and-gown ceremony Thursday' celebrating the first eight-week baby
reading class at the Educational Resource and Services Center in Beverly Hills. Michael was one of five infants who "graduated" from the class at the nonprofit center that provides special educational services for
the learning disabled,the gifted and brain-trauma victims.
(AP Laserphoto)

Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

747 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2702

Gargus awarded scholarship

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Po

Kenlake Marina

Julie Ann Gargus, a 228 students at Calloway
graduating senior at County High School.
Calloway County High
Miss Gargus also
School, has been awarded received outstanding stuone of two C.S. Lowry dent awards in biology,
Scholarships to attend agriculture, horticulture
Murray State University I, U.S. history,
for the 1982-83 academic psychology, English and
year.
the first place award in
The daughter of state horticulture imWilliam and Greta promptu speaking.
Gargus of Route 2, she
Her community acplans to study chemistry tivities include serving as
and biology at Murray a teenage hospitAl
State in preparation for a volunteer where she has
career in medicine.
donated more that 400
An honor student, Miss hours of service. She also
Gargus is valedi4orian was secretary of the
of her high school class of Medical Explorer Post.

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

314°
1
SPORTING GOODS

Pontoon Rentals

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

Guide - Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

0901

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-7:00

Sunday - Closed

Rt. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 or 474-2211 Ext. 171

I
ARQUITA'
PLACE

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground

"He was one of those men
who possess almost every
gift, except the gift of the
power to use them." —
Charles Kingsley.

4)catneRon

ziGhLanka
mouse

Waft latfirson St., Coda, Ky.
Gracious Mhos • Scottish Dmor
Iteseryetimis Accepted at 322.1630

D10444/2

ChS
:kneli
n7Dressing,
Vegetables, Teo or Coffee,
Brood& Dessert

5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m

LUNCH: Tues.-Sun.

Established in 1974, the
Lowry Scholarship
honors Dr. C.S. ,Lowry,
retired political science
and economics professor
at the university. He
retired in 1968 after 43
years as a teacher on the
campus.
Lowry was the first
recipient of the
Distinguished Professor
of the Year Award of the
Alumni Association. The
Lowry Library Annex
bears his name, and the
Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the Humanities
Series was instituted to

*
THE ACES IRA

Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

Were Known Fog Our...
'Delicious Fish Dinners •Hornernode Desserts
•Note Lunches aBreitkfost Served Anytime

is not to"-be counted on. A how with creativity. You'd
social engagement may be maim a good theatrical produferor patron of the arts, yet
changed.
AQUARIUS—
- yon Nosey area's° cSotcritil
with creative energy.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)

11 a.m.-2 p.m.

DINNER: Tues.-Sat. S. p.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS IL MONDAYS

The defense has its opportunity to beat today's game,
:
but time is a most imp)
ratnt factor. Cover the East
and South cards with your
thumbs and see if you can
find the winning., play at
trick two. Hint: look to the
bidding for a clue.
West leads the diamond
king, dummy plays the
deuce, East the'eight and
South the seven. How should'
West continue?
Before deciding, what
about East's diamond eight?
East may have played' the
eight from Q-8-3 if he did
not want a switch to any
other suit. He would also

it_",1

-f't

IttlEVAt9r4

honor him.
The award is one of the
honorary, memorial and
alumni scholarships
which have been Made
this spring through the
Murray State Alumni
Association and totaling
;62,275 for the 1982-83
academic year.
Included,are 30 awards
which have gone to high
school seniors through
the association's Century
Club scholarship program which is supported
by $100 donations from
businesses and individuals.

G. CORN, JR.

have played the eight if
NQRTH
•A 7
singleton, or 8-3 doubleton.
•A 6 5 4
In that case, another high
• 6 52
diamond would live but it
•AKJ
would also establish
EAST
dummy's diamond jack as a W T
*8 4
•K 2
winner.
Vii
•KQ1093
The true answer to the •A K 109 4
•83
problem lies not with East's•10 8 53
•Q 9 7 6
diamond eight but from the
SOUTH •
information gleaned from
•QJ 11165 3.
South's opening bid. The
•7 2
•Q7
non-vulnerable preempt
•4 2
shows about six or seven
winners, so the best hope for
a set lies with winning at Vulnerithle. East-West
'Dealer South. Theahdding:
least one heart trick.
If West continues with the Smith West North East
Pass 44,
All
diamond ace at trick tWo, 30
Pass
declarer can make his
game. A heart Shift is won
by dummy's ace, the trump Opening lead: Diamond
ace is cashed and dummy's king
diamond jack is played.
Declarer's losing heart is his 10 tricks.
thrown away whether East Only a heart shift at trick
ruffs or not and declarer has two defeats the game. And

West

has a few

valid

excuses for not finding the
winning shift.
Bid with Coro

South holds:

5-2-B-

•K 2
•K Q 109 3
*8 3
•Q976

North
I.
2 NT

'
Sooth
211

ANSWER:Three no trump.
Minimum values for the two
over one response. but the
good suit and the key spade
king tip the scale towards
game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Boa 12363. Dallas, Toms 74222,
with soff-addrsomid. stamped anytime
kw reply

•
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Knoxville's World's Fair opens today

,
•

By TOM EBLEN
visit, Reagan and his
wife, Nancy, were to fly
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 60 miles northwest for an
SAP) - The 1982 World's overnight stay with
Fair, the first ever in the Senate Majority Leader
Southeast, was to open in Howard Baker and his
the Tennessee hills today wife in the Tennessee
with exhibits from 22 na- Republican's hometown
tions and a send-off from of Huntsville - populaPresident Reagan.
tion 378.
The gates were to open
Mrs. Reagan stayed
at 8:30 a.m. EDT,and ex- Friday night with the
position ,promoters ex- Bakers, taking a military
pected 100,000 people to plane from California to
jam the 7 2 -acre Knoxville on Friday
downtown fair site in this evening and immediately
city of 183,000.
boarding a helicopter for
_EighLyears in the mak- Huntsville. She was to
ing, the energy-theme join her husband in KnoxWorld's Fair is the first ville this morning.
Area innkeepers said
since Japan's Expo '75.
. Energy - the fair's rooms were still
theme - was also to be available for the grand
the subject of Reagan's opening weekend, despite
weekly live radio ad- crowd estimates far
dress, to be broadcast above promoters' predicfrom the $20.8 million lions of an average 60,000
U.S. Pavilion at noon.
visitors a day during the
After speaking to about 184-day fair.
7,000 invited guests and
Police were braced for
1,500 reporters at early downtown conustion,
afternoon ceremonies although they holfid trafoutdoors, Reagan was to fic jam(would be few on
attend a Republican fund- the downtown junction of
raising reception and three interstate highways
dedicate the federally which was recently
financed U.S. Pavilion,
renovated at a cost of
After a two-hour fair more than $220 million.

Construction crews
worked through the night
to ready the fair's exhibits. On Friday, VIPs
and about 1,600 journalists got a preview of
the international
pavilions and exhibits
from four states and
more than 50 corporations.
Workers Friday evening were putting the
finishing touches on
Egypt's $30 million exhibit of artifacts. And, as
Peru's commissioner
general guided
dignitaries through a
display of ancient gold

41 Scale note
12
42.Let %land,
1
.15 ' 43 Analyze a
sentence
19
45 Through
:16 Noted Willard.. -, 21 22
18 Truthful
'27
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Answer to

By JAMES Ft. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)A special federal prosecutor is investigating
newly disclosed charges
that Secretary of Labor
Raymond Donovan had
ties to organized crime
while an executive of a
New Jersey construction
firm.
The latest allegations
were made to the FBI
early last year by an informant and revealed
Friday by the Senate
Labor Committee, which
lacked the information
4+hen it confirmed
Donovan to President

TA

Friday's Puzzle
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33 Babylonian
deity
36 Fish hawk
38 Thoroughfare
40 Falls in drops
42 Japanese
-ccm
44 Cut

45 Station
46 Ran into
47 Transgress
48 Part of HRH
49 Watering
place
50 Metal
53 Greek letter
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Reagan'seabiTJe.
The xorranittee
a report that the uniden,tified informant...Lel!"
agents in Newark in
January and February
1981 that Donovan paid.
off underworld enforcer
Salvatore Briguglio in
return for help in securing contracts for
Donovan's firm, the
Schiavone Construction
Co. of Secaucus, N.J.
Also, the committee
said, the informant
I charged that the construction company provided $50,000 in supplies

25 26

24

Baker, camera in hand,
was among the
dignithries given golf%

Shirley Florist
and
Garden Center

37
35
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E NEvER FELT 50
SICK .N
;IA't LIFE

WHAT DID YOU
HAVE FOR
LUNO--4, NANCY?

Faulty weight-loss program

to renovate the home of a
notorious New Jersey
mobster, Anthony (Tony
Pro) Provenzano, for
whom Briguglio worked.
Briguglio, Who was killed in a gangland-style
rubout in 1978, socialized
regularly with Donovan
in the 1960s and early
1970s and the two "took
various pleasure trips
together," the informant
told the FBI.
The Senate committee
said FBI agents in
Newark felt the alleged
ties between Donovan
and Briguglio were not
substantiated and did not
give the information to
the panel -btlitcre it 'coltlirmed nonovan:to -thelabor post.
•
-said
special prosecutor Leon.
Silverman, a New York
1. Legal Notice
attorney, is now investigating the allegaAs of April 30, 1982 I, the
undersigned will no
tions as part of a probe
longer . be responsible
launched last December.
for any debts other than
Silverman was appointed
my own. R. C.- E vans.
originally to investigate a
2. Notice
charge that Donovan was
present when an official
of his company paid
$2,000 to a union local.
Lane Bonner, 'an FBI
spokesman, said Silverman came - across the

Brown names regent
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52 Evergreens
54 Slender finial
55 Attempt
56 Jet forth
57 Make into
leather
DOWN
, Flying
mammal
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coin
3 Closed .
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Panama's exhibit remains an empty shell,
and World's Fair president S.H. Roberts Jr.
says he doesn't know
whether the fair's 23rd
nation will ever build its
exhibit. "We still have
not received answers to
our communications," he
said.

sic

cart tours Friday.
Lawronc• E. Lamb,M.D.
Georgia Banker Bert
Lance, who has spent a
lot of time promoting the
fair since he resigned
under fire as former
President Jimmy
Carter's budget director,
also toured the site on By Lawreace Lamb, M.D.
Friday.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am sticking your tongue in and
trying
to stay healthy by eat- out.
"It's a thrill to me to
For exercise, join a group
ing and exercising correctly.
see this in the South," I'm 50 years old, 5-feet-3 or club so you can do someLance said. "The rest of and weigh 134 pounds. I thing with someone. Aerobic
the country has always want to lose 12 pounds in the dancing might be just the
kicked us around for liv- next three months. Do you thing for you. Get a professional teacher and learn a
think that
ing in the South and now much, too would be too sport such as tennis. Or
little or about
it's good to see them com- right?
organize' a walking group of
ing here to see something
Each day I eat one-third women wbo -have similar
cup of dry skim milk powder problems.
we've done."
Your diet is terrible. Your
diluted with water, four
ounces of meat, fish or description leaves a lot of
chicken, two starchy foods unanswered questions but it
like bread, two raw vegeta- looks like it is protein defibles and two fruits without cient at the very least and
sugar. Should I eat more, may not provide enough
less or is this about right? I calories.
The good thing is you have
.also take a daily vitamin
with iron (I'm still menstrulimited your goal to lose
newly disclosed informa- ating).
about one pound a week,
My
other
problem
is
tion during the course of
exercise. I don't care about which is plenty.
I am sending you The
his investigation.
golf, swimming, jogging and
Donovan has I don't like to take walks by Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet, for a
vehemently denied that myself. No one is interested better
program for you. Oththe canpany ever made in walking with me.
ers who want this issue can
For
exercise
about
12
payoffs to labor officials
minutes each day I walk up send 75 cents with a long,
or that he had any and down the basement stamped, self-addressed
association with organiz- steps, holding my upper and envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
ed crime figures. During lower abdomen, tightening 1551, Radio City Station,
my
upper
arms
and
trying
to
his Senate confirmation
touch my nose with my New York, NY 10019.
hearings in 1981 Donovan tongue (for flabby neck) all
By the way, climbing
said he had never heard at the same time. Is this stairs is good exercise and
of Briguglio. Through a enough exercise? What could will use a lot of muscles, but
exercise programs should be
spokesman, he declined I do to improve it?
something enjoyable. You'll
DEAR
READER
I
further comment Friday think
you need something get more out of it that way.
while the investigation is better than walking up and
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
in progress.
down the basement steps a healthy 23-year-old male.

Probe looks into Donovan's ties
with New Jersey organized crime

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
securely
ACROSS
4 Again
1 Genus of
cattle
5 Seed
4 A month
container
9 In favor of
6 Artificial
12 Exist
.
language
7.414ptunkis,..
13 Ldop..
LT41:111-CZR3R@Cr8 Jumps
15 Backcombed 9 Nobleman
_ 17 Sea soldier- 10 Hurried
11 Be in debt
19 Ordinance
16 Mournful
20 Colorado
18 Musical
resort
21 Hurried
iniekriiments
23 Greek'letter 20 Sevbre
24 Religious
21 Coast
22 City on the
groups
Seine
27 Possessed
23 Insect
28 Hurl
30 Transaction. 25 Nevada lake
31 One - more 26 Slumbered
32 Sofas
28 Symbol for
tellurium
34 Pronoun
35 Disturbance 29 Withered
• 3; Zeus-s
32.Take uniaw fully
38 Soak up
sa iVipent
1 2 3
chariot

jewelry and two 1,000year-old mummies, a
construction crew worked around them installing
ceiling panels.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
Grayson, of Edgewood,
(AP - Bank executive replaces businessman
C. Merwin Grayson of Henry Mann of Covington
Covington was named by whose term expired.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Grayson is president
Friday to the Northern and chief executive ofKentucky University ficer of Covington Trust
Board of Regents.
Bank.

WELL I-10W PIP TI4E
COME OUT?

iTt4E LI:44000LATE t:4410
COOKIES WON IN
5TRAI6HT SETS!

500 N. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.

HOT DOGS AND
LEFTOVER
SPINACH

WI-0/ DOES FOOTBALL 1-1AVE
CI-IEERLEADERS AND
BASEBALL DOESN'T?

DAGVVOOD, VOW STILL
HAVEN'T FIXED THE
BACK
DOOR

K. M. Fish market fresh
catfish 51.65 pound, ice
10 pound bag 50 cents. 8
miles east of Muray
look for sign or call
-04 2101.- Also have
Garage Sale 8 miles
east of Murray look for
sign.

CARTER STUDIO in
300 Main 753-8298'

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS Join the
Letter People this
summer and demonstrate reading development to caring parents
in your community.
Guaranteed income.
Write to: Mr. J.
McGuire PO Box 17096
Memphis, Tn. 38119 for
interview appointment.
Two women will share
nice 3 bedroom house 1/2
block from campus.
Available mid to late
May. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753-6577.
Wanted:• All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimportant' Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

1 /2 Price
Sole
Boy one pair of boots
at regular price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work boots and side
zips.
Kenny Rogers jeans,
western shirts, and
wiitern dress slacks.
Boy one pair at
ropier price and get
the second item at
half price.

Vernon's
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 1-9

LOST
Sometime in April Gold
colored charm
bracelet sentimental
value. Reward.

436-2148
Part or full time work
from home, processing
mail or typing, experience unnecessary,
excellent income
potentials. For information send stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Betty
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
53132.
Regional Coordinator
Kentucky Task Force
on hunger, state wide
anti hunger coalition,
doing training, technical assistance, organizing and advocasey in
federal food program.
Staff position open application deadline May
12th. Send resume to PO
Box 11852 Lexington,
Ky. 40578. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

9. Situation Wanted
Will brake and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753 0144.
Will mow yards. Ciil
753.5749'
Will play the flute at
weddings. Private flute
lesson-s also available.
436-2206.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale of trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any re
asohable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

k
3. Card of Thanks

YOU DON'T THINK
'NAGGING' YOU
WORK 7!

Lost: Diamond pendant
at hospital on April 29.
Reward offered. 753
5131 Ext. 330 or 753 0483.

6.1-lelp Wanted

/ oak tables, 2 oak dressers
oak sewing machine, 4 ladder back chairs, grandfather clock, oalrtirne dock,
old water cooler, railroad
desk, oak stack bookcase,
Mahogany Victrola, oak hall
tree, wicker baby carriage,
oak wash stand,3 trunks, tin
front pie safe, glass front pie
safe,lots of primitive pieces
and glassware.

602 Maio Street • Merrily,
Ky. 1:00 to 5:00 Moo. thro
Fri. 1:00 te 5:00 Sat.

,voRf

ASSISTANT- MANAGER. Person wanted to
assist manager. Earning opportunity $350.
per week to start. Call
502-443-64.60 after
10:30a.m. E. O. E.
MANAGER TRAINEE.
Opportunity to earn
$300. per week to start.
Management positions
now available. Ex
perienced managers.
Have opportunity to
earn $35,000 a year and
above. Call 502-443-6460
after 10:30a.m. E.0. E.
Wanted: Sales people
opportunity in the
growing field of computers. Ben-Wat Corporation is seeking a
few professional sales
people to sell the Xerox
820 plus other computer
systems. Please send
resume to PO Box 519
Benton, III. 62812 or call
618 439 4677.
Wanted: hand craft
items on consignment
for new Kentucky craft
shop in Aurora, Ky.
Excellent location. 4742790.
Wanted: someone to
keep an infant and do
light house work in our
home. Send references
and resume to PO Box
1040H Murray, Ky.
42071.
Wanted: someone to
live in home with
elderly man. Call 901247-3372 or 901 247-5443
after 5:30p.m.

FLEA MARKET
YARD SALE
Friday and Saturday 96, Sunday 1-6. Antiques - clothes misc.
items. Located at
Etcetera Shop on Hwy.
94 3 miles out of Murray.

MAIN STREET
HOUSE

UJAL/112

LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
732 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
cravetert (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie riqs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.
OPEN HOUSE "The
New You" Body Salon.
Free massage, re
flexology, relieves pain,
nerve tension. All
health and beauty aid
complete program in
formation 759-9560.
Assistants needed.

5. Lost and Found

ARTICLES
FOR SALE:
IT'S PROBABLY ALL
GEORGE 5TEINBRENNER'S
FAULT

6. Help Wanted

100's of Direct rubies,
pearls, emeralds, and
even diamonds are
switching to a more
reliable and realistic
business. For informa
tion call .797-8733.- - •

SPECIAL

Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

0v11121AINIMP,
A0MIPSAdrAiIelox

2. Notice

al

GOLD &
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.

6PROWSPAPWRIglergRPRINK

2. Notice

.
I invitations.

Large assortment of
Gold dipped leaf
pendents and shells.
36 different styles.
3 for $9.95

doping,

41.

Shie have a stunning collection of photo wedding

14 Kt. Gold
Earrings $9.95

About every three months I
donate a pint of blood. I've
never had any problems or
adverse consequences from
it, but I would like to know if
there are any harmful longterm effects. I've heard that
donating blood lowers the
aerobic capacity. Is this
true?
DEAR READER - For a
young healthy person who
eats properly there should
be no harm. Your bone marrow will simply generate
enough red blood cells to
replace those you have lost.
You should check your hemoglobin to be sure you have
enough iron. In fact if you
plan on continuing the practice it might be wise to take
a daily vitamin tablet that
contains iron to be sure you
are getting enough. Or you
could be sure that at least
some of your food is prepared in iron cookware.
The loss of red blood cells
and their oxygen carrying
capacity will decrease your
ability to transport oxygen,
hence your maximum aerobic capacity, temporarily. It
is the opposite of blood
a transfusion of red
cells for athletic competition. But the decrease is
minimal and temporary,
until your bone marrow
catches up with your needs.

WE wish to thank the
many people who
helped us so much in
_our time of sorrow with
the loss of our dear
husband, brother, and
friend X Farris. Thanks
for all the beautiful
floral tributes, the
bountiful amount of
food which was brought
to our homes. We wish
to thank the Hospital
Em. Room, the Am
bulance Service, Dr.
Crouch and assitants,
Jane Galyen RN_ and
other nurses who helped
with the , Emergency
care of X. Thanks to the
men at the Irvin Cobb
boat dock for the C.P.R.
'they gave our dear
loved one while waiting
for the artibulance. May
God Bless aod- 44ep-- •
each one of you. Sin
cerely, Naomi Farris,
-Imogene Falwell, An
drew and W. G. Farris
families,

ABOVE AVERAGE
SALES POSITION
If you iieek a sales position with excellent income and management opportunity, you skald
check us out.
We train in product knowledge and sales skills.
Our "In the Field" training program and financial
help while training are your keys to a soccoufel
career.
Outstanding free hinge benefits.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
We need two fell-time carter solos people.

Cwooct:
William Poe
17th & Broadway Slits 402
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
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10. Business Opportunity
AVON to earn extra
money. Phone 753 0170.

14. Want to Buy

1$. Articlesfor Sale
Complete line of
sprayer parts now at G
& Y Farm Center 641
South. 759-4440.
Singer Sewing Machine
cabinet, white twin
canopy bed frame,
Naugahyde recliner.
759-1020 after 5:30.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Carraway over bought
on bedding our loss is
your gain. Drastic say
ing May 115, also save
on all home furnishings.
Carraway Furniture 105
N. 3rd. 753-1502.
Furniture for Sate All in
excellent condition.
Couch -multi toned
brown stripped $250.,
couch-beige, green and
off white stripped $200.,
bed -cherry, standard
size with mattress and
springs $250., desk
maple with dark finish,
4 drawers $150., GE
Refrigera
torfreezer side by side
with automatic ice,
front water ice dispen
ser $600., bar solid oak
with light $375. 247 5516.
Nearly new gas clothes
dryer $200. White Italian Provencial bedroom suite $350.
253.0114.

24. Miscellaneous

19. Farm Equipment
Manure Spreader and
front end loader for
Ford tractor. Call 436
2204.
Massey Ferguson 35
tractor with blade, disc,
and cultivator. $3100.
Days 753 0521 or nights
436 2165.
Metal trusses and bar
joists 21 and 30ft. Call
753-5181.
New buildings at fac
tory. All parts accoun
ted for. All structural
steel carries full factory
guarantee. Buildings
10,000 square feet to the
smallest 1,200 square
feet. Must sell im
mediately. Will sell
cheap. Call toll free
1 800 248 0065 or 1 800
248 0321. Ext. 777.
Red belly Ford tractor,
plow and disc. Call
753 2987.

20. Sports Equipment
S & W 357 Mag bin, blue
model 19. 753-2813.

22. Musical
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

PIANO
FOR SALE
Welded: Responsible party
Ii assent small mouthly
pymmits es spieellcoosele
pine. Ca. be sees locally.
Write: (ieclede plies
lumber) Credit Meager,
P.O. Box 521, Beckameyer,
•
f7211.- - •

.

-11.-itactovntfAmecs'

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One half already paid

balance dye or mon-

Factory Sales
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

thly payments.

Under New
Management

23. Exterminating

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

19. Farm Equipment
Ace pumps, Hypro
pumps, replacement
parts, and all sprayer
parts at G & Y Farm
Center 641 S. 759-4440.
International 656
Diesel. Excellent con
dition. Call 492-8566 or
753 9254

For termites,
roaches, ants,
any pests.

1000 and 1415
gallon NH3 Nurse
tanks with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
row in 15 ft. to 21
ft. widths. A complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH3
accessories.

Phone 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous
10 HP riding lawn
mower, 36 inch
cut,electric start.
Sears. $600. Four
chrome 15 inch wheels
fits Ford or Dodge
small bolt pattern. Call
759-1465.
Two window air con
ditioners, 17000 BTU,
$175. 15000 BTU $150
Both 7e220. 1704 Green
brier. Call 753 4981.
Used riding lawn
mowers. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor and
Implement. 753 1319.

Super Capital Fee
Farm All with
cultivators, new motor,
and tank, 12 volt
system. $2050. 435 4351
or 435-4596.
TRACTOR TIRES New
and Used Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

WALLIS DRUG
&y Units
A

You Can Solidly Protect
Against Inflation Or
Depression. Why not in-

vestigate the centuries
old method of acquiring and retaining
wealth? You do not
need thouands to
realize large profit. No
obligation - talk to Leo,
404 N. - 12th St., Murray. 753-9899

13.

'

53. Services Offered

Need more room? See Ky Lake summer home Excellent 19/3 Ford I Fen(
Nice duplex 2 be
Sales at
Seitr,
this charming home by the beach Marina ton flat bed dump truck now Call Sears /53 2310
drooms, washer and
with 4 bedrooms, large and the fish .2 bedroom, with winch
Contact for free estimate for
dryer hookup, and ap 41. Public Sale
living dining area, furnished
pliances. Call 753 3343
Owner Howard Brandon 8 & B your needs
Nice inexpensive 1 be Aurora Flea Market country kitchen, large financing $16,500 502 Brokers, Inc 753 4389
68
located
Hwy
room
Aurora.
•
recreation
924 5646
droom apartment tow
Fairground Flea on tree studded lot. Lovely 3 bedroom home 51. Campers
utilities. 753 3949.
IN
MM.
Priced in the 540's. on 4 plus acres Perfect
like
Home
Motor
1977
One and 2 bedroom Market, Murray
and
siding
Alumina
KOPPERUD REALTY setting for a country
apartments for rent. Calloway Co.
new inside and out
trim for all houses.
753 1222.
home, not too far from Double air, sleeps 6, low
Call 753 3530 The Fairgrounds. Open ev
stops pointing.
ery
FINANCING
OWNER
weekend,
to
7a.m.
the
city Property in
Embassy Apts.
mileage 1710 Holiday
7p.m.- Friday and on lake property. Over 1 cludes a stock barn, Phone 753 3234 or 753
Jock Glover
bedroom
2
and
One
canal with milk barn and equip 0114 after 5p.m.
apartments near down Saturday, 9a.m. to acre on
bp.m. Sundays. Booth direct lake access. This ment shed. Fenced and
town Murray. 753 4109
Ex plorer Motor
space can be rented. home is built with top cross fenced for pas 1978
Ex
or 436 2844.
Coach Less than 10,000 House painting
Call days 753 4669.
quality material. lure, plus a variety of
per ienc ed painter Free
self
Fully
miles.
Small furnished aparGarage --Sale at Scotties Featuring Anderson fruit trees. Owner will contained, small en estimates Call 753 7655
tment also a 2 bedroom 3
miles on the Lynn picture windows, re consider financing
ough to drive or park ask for Leonard
furnished apartment.
Grove Hwy. Thurs., d wood deck surrounds KOPPERUD REALTY anywhere, sleeps 4 K & K STUMP REMO
2671.
436
or
Call 753 3106
sides,
3
1222.
753
on
house
Fri., Sat.
Phone 753 3234 or 753 vAL
Do you need
Two Bedroom Town
with heatala
Yard
1st 8 3 fireplace
0114 after 5p.m
stumps removed from
House Apartment, 1400 Sale May
and
room
in
for
living
Vine. Upholstered
29ft. Air Stream camper your yard or land
family a Motorcycles
range, refrigerator, chair,
1 radial tires, wood stove in
loaded with extras. Also cleared of stumps? We
dishwasher, disposal,
utility
brand new car top room. Make your
1975 Honda 400CC 4 a new 500 Custom can remove stumps up
washer dryer hookup,
owl bills minimal. This cylinder, 5000 miles
carrir,
luggage
Honda loaded with ex to 24 inches below the
central heat and air.
in home
prints, Rampar bicycle. barely lived
$950. Call 753 4614 or tras. 759 1703
ground, leaving only
Call 753 7550 or 753 7579.
Fan
SEEN.
BE
MUST
In case of rain, come to
chips. Call
753 1326 after 5p m
Beechwood Motor sawdust and
tastically arranged
Two and 3 bedroom the back carport.
for free estimates Bob
owner financing. Call 1977 Honda 750 K Low Home completely self
apartment. 1602 Miller.
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Yard Sale Sat., May 1st. Spann Realty As mileage, good condi
contained. Call 437 4749
$175. and $225. Availa- 629
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Broad St. 8 5. sociates for your ap tion, loaded $1400. Call
2403.
753
12.
May
ble
26. TV-Radio
Clocks, radio, t.v., do
Lawn mower and small
753 6855 after 6pm
Boats-Motors
52.
7724.
753
pointment.
Two bedroom un1979 Yamaha 650. 1974 18ft Arrow Glass engine repair, lamp
Console stereo AM FM furnished apartment S. thing, and numerous
repair R. L Glover 262
8 track tape. Wood 8th near hospital. 2 other items.
Special bags and wind
165 Mercruiser 6 cylin Riviera Cts 753 0885.
1D-ir
shield. Call 753 7989.
Mediterranean cabinet bedroom partially furder motor. lnout board,
43. Real Estate
$100. 753 0814.
stern drive, power trim,
nished apartment and 1
48. Auto Services
walk through - wind
furnished
bedroom
753-12 2
1973 Buick 455 engine shield Assume present
apartment near downum
• .10111 5 11011 r
Pardons & Thurman- .
town. Adults only, lease
and transmission 5225. loan of $168. per month
Color 25 inch TV, Only
&
Insurance
required.
deposit
or purchase for $4200
also 1974 Ford 6 cylin
and
25.00 per month.
Need a second' opiIDEAL
Call 753-9208 after 4p.M.
der engine $175 and a Days 753 5273, nights
Real Estate
New warranty.
Local
LOT
DUPLEX
transmission $80. 436 2367_
nion?
350
Olds
Two bedroom and three
Seetkside Court Sq.
CLAYTON'S
a
C
LOCATED AT 1632
Call Hugh
1980 25ft. MacGregor
bedroom apartments
references.
Murray, Kentucky
753-7575
Hamilton Ave., 753 1217.
Sailboat fully equipped.
available May 11 at 1602
Wilted. 759-1718 or
753-4451
489-2711.
Miller. Priced $175. and
Over 50 rebuilt auto
near M.S.U., this
753-8076.
matic transmissions in Vagabond Sailboats
$225. Phone 753-2403.
lot well suited for
Sony Trinitron 10in.
stock. 20 day un
Vagabond 14, Holder 20,
residence or
color t.v. 753-4679 after Two furnished apart- Do you hear knocking?
conditional warranty. dealer 1554 Oxford Dr.
ments including all It's opportunity at your
duplex. (106' x
Ip.m.
Licensed electrician for
Reynolds Trans
Murray, Ky. 753 1326.
utilities. West Main St. door....a business and
185', city
residential and com
North
69
Hwy
missions
near 18th. 753 3984.
21. Mobile Home Sales
living quarters...ideally
merc ial. Heating and
sewerage, city
Paris, Tn 901 642 2572.
53. Services Offered
Two nice apartments. located for walk in
air condition, gas in
water. First time
12x52 2 bedroom mobile
Used Volkswagon parts, AIR CONDITIONERS stallation and repair
1-2 bedroom and 1-1 traffic from MSU. Call
offered at $6,500.
home in excellent contune up, break jobs, and appliances ser Phone 753 7203
bedroom 'furnished. Air Judy at 753-1492 Cenleaving
Owners
dition. Large storage
rebuilt motors at viced. Freezers,
conditioned, near the tury 21 Loretta Jobs
MITCHELL PAVING
building, awning, car
state. Kopperud
Duane's Place. 435 4272.
Ezx lake 10 miles south on Realtdrs
.
washers, dryers, an4
...,cswrikprztatercial,.
7534229
Realty
-17T-.---CovpfeS;49V1-e-trt
, resi en la
ea, co-arri4
r
Meadows. Call 753-9429
r5
intedrarS
ito pre
6.
etqsu. iLre
e .r 44113nd
elpy- sN
dn
herifi
IrrEfolotit-rrycr,i,;,„,-Ltotts--5? affe-r 4p.m. isi ty0-57Spring fever special
1972 Chevy Impala, 2 A P PL I A•NCE a specialty. Call 753
Who said big i;fe*Bright, newly decorated door
12x60 Mobile 'Moine 3 5401
57000 miles, new SERVICE •
'
'
Call
con,
baih.
spotless
1/2
I
bedroom,
Tudobitter?
paintT goiid -Condition, W estinghouse, Need work on your
7538168.
dition, located in prest
33. Rooms for Rent
Whirlpool. 20 years trees? Topping, • prun
tired of having igeous• area. Bedrooms siuu. Call
Here is your opportun- Furnished rooms for
are designed to meet 1972 Chevy Caprice, experience. Parts and ing, shaping complete
your
property
lost
ity to move into a very
rent 1 block from MSU.
family's personal $398 Runs good, good service. Bobby Hopper removal and more Call
nice well kept com- Kitchen, living room,
in a backlog of the
body, good tires. 753 Bob's'Appli
BOVER'S TREE
need for privacy, con
pletely furnished 14x70 laundry. Boys only.
anceoService 202 S. 5th SERVICE for Pro
8572.
comfort.
it
and
Bring
venience
LISTING?
mobile home on a 759 4538.
, fessional tree care
Add Italian marble 1972 Ford Wagon Gran St. 7 5 3 4 8 7
100x253 lot with outside
to MTG and let us foyer,
753 8886(hcime).
753 8536.
air,
Automatic,
private
Torino.
school
Summer
formal.,
large
storage and many fruit
give it a personal dining room, country radio: 753 7557 after Asphalt driveways and
trees --Owner will ass- rooms for men students.
parking lots sealed by
kitchen with 6p.m.
ist you with financing. Furnished, kitchen
touch. Call Bob spacious
FREE
glass doors that look 1973'Dodge Dart. 20,000 Sears For free es
753 1492 at Century 21 facility, central air, 1
ESTIMATES
Haley
2310.
at
753
timatescall
753campus.
from
block
patio,
onto covered
miles on rebuilt engine,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
$175.. for summer ses
on all Home Repairs.
beamed and paneled good engine, transmis CARPET CLEANING,
or
4000
489family room with bar sion and rear end, body Free Estimates.
28. Mobile Home Rentals sion plus $35. 'security 2266.
Special prices on paindeposit. 1626 Hamilton
and wood burning rough. Call Mick at Satisfied references,
ting and roof repairs.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer 753 1342.
fireplace. Owner 762 4188 or 762 4189 Vibra Steam or Quick
STAWSKI'S
near Murray. No pets.financing makes this days, 753 8015 evenings.
D ry Cleaning
Call 489-2611.
34. Houses for Rent
HOME REPAIR
especially easy .to buy. 1975 Chevrolet Monza. (Upholstery Cleaning>.
Private mobile home lot Home to share. Sober,
Dial 753 1492,gentury 21 Excellent condition. Lee's Carpet Cleaning
425-4323
for rent size 150x100 healthy, single semi
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Will trade. $1550. 1803 753 5827
located on 641 South retired man with good
Can you account for
College Farm Road.
44. Lots for Sale
Painting: Check our tow
about 6 miles south of morals. Call 759 9560.
your household goods in
prices before you paint.
Murray. Call 753-4155
or
theft,
fire,
of
case
for
lot
Home
Mobile
Three bedroom, 1 1,•2
Robinson and Day.
after 5p.m.
natural disaster? If not,
rent. All hook ups. S40..
bath, large kitchen,
753 5292 or 753 3716
Trailers for rent Dill's fireplace with wood
Photog
Insurance
call
6p.m.
Village 641 North
after
month. Call
evenings.
Trailer Court.
raphy between
759 1253
burning insert, large
Murray, Ky.
We have in stock most
Fri.
Mon.
m.
9p
6p.m.
Two bedroom furnished garage, nice house. Call
any type of electrical
at 753 4988.
or unfurnished. New after 5p.m. 753 0900.
46. Homesfor Sale
motors from vacuum
furniture and carpet, Two bedroom furnished Here's approximately 3
Carpet Cleaning Ser
year old
claners to 100hp. Also
central air. Rent $85.- home near MSU. $150. acres for country living, Affordable 3
$17.53
room
1
plus
vice
home 1400
we are the local air
$150. Shady Oaks 753 rent, $100 deposit. 753- for playful children, for two bedroom
1_ All work guaranteed.
sq ft, includes garage,
compressor repair ser
5209.
4084.
247
1
collect
Call
the victory garden, for built in appliances, fen
9829.
vice. We service any
Two bedroom all elec
Carpet and window thing electric. We
Two or 3 bedroom house the family pet, for a lot ced in yard. Assume
tric 12x50 mobile home. in Murray. Newly de of pleasure for your own loan. Call Owner 753
cleaning. Satisfaction specialize in cleaning
Fully furnished, located corated. Stove and re little group. Owner is 8469 or Shroat Waldrop
guaranteed. Steve air conditioners
Dill
1 1/2 miles east of
Hobbs 753 3317.
Electric 753 9104.
frigerator •furnished. willing to lend you your 759 17071
Murray on private lot. Call 753 7862 or 753 2557 down payment to buy
Concrete, block, brick. Will plow and disk
For sale by owner 4
$120. rent, $100. deposit. at night.
his houSe. Dial 753 1492
21 years experience. No gardens in Murray Call
bedroom, 2 bath home
753-9829.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
iob to large or small. 759 4107 after 4p.m_ or
in excellent residential
Vacant 4 bedroom Realtors.
Call 753 3197 anytime
Free estimates
1 406 W. Main
area. 2100sq. ft. plus 2
house furnished or un
30. Business Rentals
753 5476.
furnished. S175. per IDEAL BUSINESS car garage. Wooded lot,
753-5315
city schools, central gas
month. Call 753 5292 or
FREE ESTIMATES
217, 219, 221, S. 12th, B 4 heat, electric air with
753
9138.
Mini
On All Electrical,
zoning approximately- 1 low utility bills. Priced
Cs.
Service
Allusion
Warehouse
1 2 acres, 285ft. frontage. low 70's. 753 9732 or 1975 Ford Elite, 1 door, alumina all riayl
Plumbing, Painting
new paint, good condi
Plenty of room for 762 4181.
Storage Space
and Well Pump Needs.
36. For Rent or Lease
1465.
759
Call
tion,S1550.
wk.
trill
costae
ample
building with
For Rent
Licensed. Coll 753For rent or lease fur parking space, high Four bedroom house 1975 Red and white Ileterasces. Call Will El
0092 or 753-9673.
753-4758
nishec1,3 bedroom brick. traffic count for a with plenty of closet Cutlass Supreme. Low
153-8683.
2 block off campus. prosperous business. space. The house sits on mileage, 1 owner, extra
1
1 /
acres with new sharp. 1980 Skylark
2
362 4425.
Owner will sell lots 1
storage building and Limited low mileage.
55. Feed and Seed
32. Apts. For Rent
separately. KOP
One bedroom un
G ENERAL HOME
lust 2 miles from town. Call 753-1590 or 753 8666.
753
REALTY
RUD
PE
on
apartment
ALFALFA FOR SALE
furnished
Apartments for rent 1
REPAIR. 15 years ex
For appointment call
1976 Firebird excellent perience. Carpentry, Missouri Delta grown.
block. from MSU. Fur- Main Street near 1222.
753 8563.
condition. 489 2592 after concrete, plumbing, Delivery or F 0 B
nished, air conditioned, Hospital. $145month.
Older house in Hazel 2 5p.m. $3000.
wall to wall carpet, Deposit required.
roofing, sliding. NO Merrell Farm PO Box
bedroom. Just been
security deposit re 5 bedroom home't2
4
cylinder,
4
Pinto
1976
JOB TO SMALL. Free 421 Hayti, Missouri
Strout. remodeled inside. Stove
quired. Rent $110. per bloc-ks from campus
speed, AM FM 8 track estimates. Days 474 63851 314 359 0323 or
also'
refrigerator,
Realty
and
5250month. Ideal for
359 0633.
month. 159-4538.
tape player. Excellent 2359, nights 474-2276.
gas heating stove. $15,
students.
ALFALFA FOR SALE
Call 753 8764.
condition.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
Sears.
by
Guttering
0861.
000. Call 753
country
gut Missouri:Delta Grown
furnished apartment. 1 4 bedroom
.
continuous
Chevrolet
Impala.
Coast
1977
ee
Coast
office
Sears
home. $250month. DeOwner will help you buy
1.'2 block from Univers
Good condition. $3000. lets installed for your Delivered or F 0 B
Sayers hew Everywhere
posit required.
his house. He will assist
ity. Open now. Call
specifications.- Call Merrell Farms PO Box
or best offer. 753-1594.
Reliable Service Sine 1/08
down
your
with
As
Realty
Spann
Call
YOu
2310 for free 421 Hayti, Mo. 63851 Tel
753-2967 after 5p.m.
1112 Coldwater Reed
payment Your fair lady 1977 Plymouth Sports Sears 753
sociates, 753 7724.
3141 359 0323 or 0633
estimate.
new
shape,
Good
42071
Fury
leatecky
Norm,
this
a
is
that
agree
will
Furnished apartments,
right.
priced
753
Livestock-Supplies
tires,
753-0188
31.
(502)
dream
honeyebon
1 or 2 bedroom. Also
Aerie*
home...sciveaky clean, 6268
sleeping rooms. Zim- 1 herd of Black Angus
ME E. KENNON
beautifully landscaped, 1978 Chevrolet El
merman Apts. S. 16th. cattle for sale 58 head.
Broker
3-4 bedroom home with Camino. Brakes, steer
St. 753-6609.
Call 136-2201.
1 baths, wood stove in ing, air. 753 3134 or 1301
Licensed Beaded
.Garage apartment 707 Black Angus bull cows
Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
the cozy den. Be a proud Ehestnut.
Main and A other fur- and calves. Call after
Boots 51.00 pr.
1492
753
investor.
home
1978 Oldsmobile delta. 4
nished apartments. Call 7p.m. 437 4702.
If YOU'RE planning on
Jobs
Loretta
Miller St.(haw'From GesimmoR C•0•0
21
L.P.
Century
225
door, full power, air,
753 1390.
yovir farm let us
Dile black Angus bull 14 selling .
Realtors.
AM FM 8 track stereo
HILLDALE Apart- months old. Call 437 explain how we can
Specializing In Senior Citizens
Two bedroom house full radio. Good conoition
ments, Hardin, KY will 4365.
provide national adver
basement, garden spot 753-2813.
accept applications on
and potential
tising
Hair Cuts $1.00
tested It,
2737 1980 Buick Century. 4
premises beginning Performance
buyers through the $12,500 Call 753
and
Simmental
8
/
½, 4, 7
Shove and Haircut $2.75
.m.
2p
Shampoo,
after
door, burgandy, excel
April 15, 1982 from
AMERICAN FARM &
Service
Two bedroom modern lent condition. Price
DIG
9A.M. until 3P.M. daily Maine Anjou.
INVESTMENT
only top
Monday thru Friday, age bulls,
marketing system. cottage and lot near reduced. Phone 192 8861
bulls from EST
Open Hours Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Kentucky Lake, year evenings.
offered by
for 1,2,3 bedroom apar- performance
Exclusively
cows. All bulls
7:30-2:30-753-3685
4 years old
round
REALTY AS
tments, Section 8, rent our 800
SPANN
CARS AND TRUCKS,
tested and
$12,000 1 502 436 5439
753 7724.
Subsidized, Equal health
SOCIATES
most makes and models
Broadbent
Housing Opportunity. guaranteed.
under $200 Sold through
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
Includes apartments for Farms
local government sales
Days 502 235 5182.
handicapped
Call 1 (7141 569 0241 ext.
1280 for directory on
how to purchase
8 Track AM FM turn
table stereo cost $299.,
less than 6 months old
$50. Several country
and western tapes 50
cents each. See at
trailer 7/220 Riveria Cts.
Marine battery power
pack 27 series 105 amp.
$59 99 exchange. Lawn
mower battery 12 volt
$24.99 exchange. Snail"'
per mower blades 25in.,
26in., 28in., . 30in., or
33in. $5.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Restaurant equipment
all types. Call 753-0318.
Sunny Acres Nursery.
Garden bedding and
house plants, 901
Johnny Robinson Road.
Call 753 3619.
Two gas heaters, 1 large
and 1 small. 1 single
bed, springs and mat
tress. Reasonable. Call
492 8110.

Con you afford not to inquire?
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SO. Used Trucks

•

KOPF!FRI !D

ROOF
'PROBLEMS?

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

*PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
',MUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Dell'iery es Prescription

46. Homesfor Sale

43. Real Estate

Free kittens 759 1893

••-•'

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

Kelley's Tennit
& Pest Control

Sikeston,
Mo. 63801
314-471-0988

38. Pets Supplies

1982 Chevrolet
Celebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

a" -

James L.
Kellet Co.

32. Apts. For Rent

Realtors

753-7794

,

I

•

•
.•-••
•- •••.••• RP-.-••••

3E.11.44alk.MM3E31PIEMIM
Polaroid camera for
black and white film.
Call 753 6505 after
4:30p.m.
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Sheeting
Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Call 753-0329
After 5:00
1
-1*

-••

has added another one day
tour to the World's Fair in
Knoxville. Tour will leave
Murray on June 5th. Contact Ruth Blackwood Toyr
Representative at:
203 S. 8th Street
or
Call 753-2827 after 5 p.m.

William Nall Pasco, DMD

50. Used Trucks ,
1967 Chevrolet pickup,
step side bed, 6 cylin
der, standard shift, new
two tone paint $125kCa11753 8124
1968 cord pickup. 390
automatic with minor
repair. 474 2342
1973 Ford pickup F 160
power steering, power
akes,p_ air -..i00.
Asking $1000. Days .
753 6040 after_ 6p m
436 5831.
1974 7 ton dump truck
gravel bed, 5400 miles
5.4000. B B Brokers Inc
753 1389
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General Dentistry
Hours by Nights Available
1653 Calloway Ave.
1

R

:

44#,

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of

•

753-191 4
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Tickets for SHORTS
still available at MSU
There are still some
tickets available for the
performance of SHORTS
by Actors Theatre of
Louisville, according to
James I. Schempp, a
spokesman for the MSU
Theatre, which is cosponsoring tkie event.
Actors Theatre will
present their production,
which consists of two oneact plays, at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
Schempp said that tickets
are available at a cost of
$3.00 each. MSU Theatre
Season Tickets will also
be honored, and all MSU
students will be admitted
free of charge upon
inpresentation of their
student ID.
Schempp said that
students are being admitted free of charge
because the University
Center Board of the Student Government
Association is the. other
co-sponsor of the production.
The plays included in
SHORTS are Chocolate
Cake and The New Girl.
The director of SHORTS
will be Frazier Marsh.
Mr. Marsh has been with
Actors Theatre for six
years. His directing

credits include After
Commencement, Intermission, Clara's Play,
and A Christmas Carol.
Appearing in The New
Girl will be Anne
Pitoniak. Ms. Pitoniak
has appeared in many
ATL productions including the premiers of
Clara's Play and Getting
Out.
Making her ATI. debut
in Chocolate Cake will be
Jillian Lindig. Ms. Lindig
has appeared on BroadWY mTAIOCI, as well as
in the national tours of
that production and
Cactus Flower and The
Constant Wife.
Appearing in both The
New Girl and Chocolate
Cake will be Margo Martindale. Ms. Martindale
has performed at AU. ia
Rodeo, Arabian Nights
and The Informer. She
has also appeared in the
international tour of
SHORTS.
Tickets for SHORTS
may be obtained by calling the Johnson Theatre
box office at 767-6797. The
box office will be open
prior to the performance,
and tickets may be
reserved any time up until the curtain. All seats
are reserved.
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The Saving Place -

WE
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Your Choice
Our Reg.
6.96 Ea.

Misses'Soft-and-silky
Floor-length Night6owns
Whisper-soft gowns of luscious Bright Zefran' nylon,
lavishly accented with lace, satin or ribbon. Dreamy
colors. Other styles, too, in printed cotton knits.
Our 7.57, Similar Styles, Full Figure Sizes, 42-48...5.88
•Dow Bodiscne Reg

TIN

Badische

Badische

Kentucky news in brief
WINCHESTER, Ky.

-

Gas

FRANKFORT, Ky.

41sral- Cüui t----'dgreed q'tP'omiTii`sirdtion
transfer $15,000 from its more than $4,000 for par- revenue-sharing special- ty favors and information
projects account to keep packets whis weekend for
solvent its financially 150 corporaLe executives
troubled jail.
and other notables inThe jail is out of vited as Kentucky Derby
money again," County guests.
Attorney. Robert Rose
The money will go for
told magistrates at a party favors and exbusiness meeting penses for two parties at
Wednesday:
Cave Hill, the Lexington
It was the second time residence of Gov. and
in three months the court Mrs. John Y. Brown Jr., a
transferred funds to its black-tie dinner at the
jaji accOunt, which was Hunt-Morgan House at
budgeted for just $10,500 Lexington and the annual
for the year. The court Derby breakfast at the
transferred $14,000 in Kentucky Horse Park
February to help pay near Lexington.
Dperating expenses.
County Judge FRANKFORT, Ky.
Executive J.B. Allen Jr.
AP I — A Kentucky State
said the jail for years had University spokesman
been Underfunded. "You said Friday state police
can't expect your state) may buy the former
fee money to support Ramada Inn building acyour jail," hesa id.
quired by KSU five years
Allen notecl that Jailer ago.
Larry Lawsoh's greatest
Herman Robinson,
expense has been the hir- coordinator of business
ing of two additional operations, said the
deputies so that two of- school's board of regents
ficials can be on duty 24 has not recommended the
hours a day.
sale, but that the
The jail now has eight Business Services
full-time and two part- Department is proposing
time deputies.
it.
--Robinson said state
HARI,AN, Ky. API — iiolice approached KSU
The Harlan County grand six months ago on a possijury, in a report con- ble purchase. State
cluding its four-month Police Commissioner
term. says "political war- Marion Campbell declin• fare" between constables ed comment.
and the sheriff's departThe reported price. is
ment has hindered local $340,000 over a five-year
law enforcement.
period. A
The report referred to
The building in east
accusations by sheriff's Frankfort was acquired
deputies during recent by KSU on a leasefiscal court meetings that purchase arrangement.
constables were unThe school leased the
professional in their ap- building to house students
proach to law enforce- for four -years, then
ment.
bought it almost a year
The grand jury said it ago from Frankfort
found the disputes to be ,businessman Rodney
"politically and personal- Ratliff.
ly motivated and we
Robinson said that
would like to see an end to when space became
the childish bickering available on KSU's main
which has characterized campus, the building no
this controversy."
longer was needed.
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Sold In Auto Dept

Sold In Sporting GOodi Dept

Our Reg 24 44
Our 16.97-25.97

14.97
Compact 12-Volt
Vacuum Cleaner
Reusable bag 16
cord attachments

13.97-21.97
Our Reg. 13.97
Multifunction Calculator Plus Wallet
8-digit calculator in full-feature wallet
inciweo

Electric Alarm at K mart' Sayings
Dependable clock with easy-to-read dial

Durable Luggage
In Three Sizes
Soft-side nylon.
Red-trimmed navy.

Mart
,114.1.-10et,

Our Reg. 2.97
Half-gallon 'Keep-Drinks-Cool' Jug
Insulated polyethylene Easy-po6r spout

42°

2. 4

Our Reg
12-ounce' Liquid Window Cleaner
Money-saving K mart° brand Pump-action

Our Reg. 5.91
44-qt. Waste Bin with Flip Top
Durable plastic In choice of colors

•FI oz

04-15

1

6.00* 0,0000

The
Corner
Broom

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
_
GM ARTS

1.69
V8,P.S., P.B., A.C. • 46,000.Miles. Extra Nice

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
64% S.Murra

Our 1.26
Your Choice

Foam Plate Sale

Our Reg
2.77

Says On'The Corner Broom'
Sweeps corners clean! Indoor/
outdoor, all-weather. Plastic

1973 Nova 2 Door

53-2617

97C

20, 101,4- plain or divided. 25
9" plain. 87,9" divide:4 Save
Extra deep, soakproof, cutresistant Disposable plastic

630

Our Reg
87'

Super-strong Super Glue"
Fast-bonding, stick-tight
clear glue. 3-gm. net. Save.

380.,,

Pkg. Of 6
Our Reg. 69'

Vinyl-coated Wire Hangers
Great for drip-drying! In choice
of colors.6 per pkg. Save now!

Copyright 1082 by K mart' Corporation

cis or-ilir
Tne Savflg Piac,'

700 U.S. Highway 541 N. Murray, Ky
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield_ Kv
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